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Leary pleases crowd 
By Curtis "<:i-ra.ves know a goddamn thing about dented good sportsmanship. 
Last night marked the second why people take drugs." The main points of Leary's 
tim''e ,in five years that Dr. Applause followed this re- speech were mainly oriented 
Timothy Leary has spoken on mark, quite predic-rably, and around the individual's right 
the UNB campus, this rime in would follow after many of. to do with his or her body 
'a debate with Peter Bensinger, Leary's witticisms throughout whatever he or she wishes to. 
former head of the Drug En- the course of the debate. _ Leary asserted that "the right 
forcement Agency. Bensinger was not as warmly to alter our consciousness is our 
The Granite State Room was received. Although well spoken destiny." Regarding the govern-
£ illed to about three quarter and cordial, it was clear from menr' s involvement in drug 
capacity for the event, a turnout th-e onset char the sympathies control, Leary explained the 
Leary deemed as "the worst of the audience were with Leary. government has no role in 
we've had in m.onths." The format of che debate controlling our personal morals. 
After a brief biographical provided each spea_ker with "No one elected you Pope ;--
introduction from the debate's twenty minurns of orarory. After Ronny (Reagan), " Leary said, 
officiator, Leary jogged up on Leary and Bensinger had Jin- "so keep your f---ing hands off 
stage, .meticulously dressed ex- ished speaking, they were robe my morals." 
cept for his white socks and allowed a period in which to Leary went on _co explain that 
sneakers. rebut one another's statements. one of the major reasons that 
(603)862-l490 Durham. N.H. 
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Three student trustee candidates tried to show there best side. 
(L toR, Elizabeth Delucia, Patrick Sweeney and Larry Donovan) 
(Mark Hamilton photo) 
Leary looked remarkably However, the format of the drugs are dangerous is because 
healthy for a man of his age. Last debate deteriorated after Ben- of the dearth of information thac C · · d • d f night was his sixty-seventh singer had finished giving his exists concerning their proper ·, an I ate' s or birthday. speech. Leary spoke for a few use. 
Before the debate got .under _ minutes over his allotted time, Another factor contributing-
way, Leary graciously -introduced which Bensinger politely agreed to the danger of drug use is the T t d his rival, Peter Bensinger. "I to. Since Leary used up his fact that they manufactured and rus e·e rea y like Peter, he's well educated, rebuttal" time in his speech, sol~ by people seeking profit ·_ · -if you consider Yale well edu- Bensinger waived his right to DEBATE, page 9 B Ch cared. The problem is, he doesn't a rebuttal, a_ gesture of unprece- Y . ri~ Paulson -------------------------"----'-------------~-'· The candidates for the Octob-
; UNH vets s1>'eak,><>ttt· 
By Susan A. Smith 
Three Vietnam veterans who 
graduated from UNH encour-
aged the audience to take action 
against another Vietnam taking 
place in Cemral America. · They 
spoke in Horton Hall on Tues-
day night in a meeting spon-
sored by COCA (Committee on 
Central America). 
The speakers, John Jones, 
Paul Nichols, and Jean Stimmel 
are all members of Veterans for 
Peace Inc., an organization made 
up of American veterans who 
supports efforts for peace. 
· They encouraged the audience 
to cake an active interest in the 
American government's foreign 
polity by writing letters to 
politicians and bringing friends 
to meetings to make them more 
aware. Stimmel said, "We the 
people have to lead the way, the 
government will not do it." 
. · e-r 28 election for UNH Student 
.. ,/~-- :, · Tris cee a,;e · Eliiab~i:h Delucia, 
· ,,, ' Larry Db.novan, _ and Dennis 
O'Connell. A ' fou r rh".candidate, 
Patrick Sweeney, who missed 
the application deadline, will 
be a write-in on the ballot. 
The duties of the Student 
Trustee are to keep the Board 
of Trustees informed on the 
needs and concerns of the stu-
dents, and to keep the students 
informed about the decisions 
of the Board. The Studem 
Trustee position becomes avail-
abl_e to a UNH student eve_ry 
three years be<;ause of its rota-
tion benyeen _Plymouth State 
College, Keene State College, 
· and UNH. 
The position entails a year 
internship with Robert Holt, 
the acting Student Trustee from 
Plymouth State, and then the 
completion of a year as an active 
member on the Board of Trus-
tees, said Jay Gould, chairperson 
of the Students For the U niver-
s i ty committee of the student 
senate. 
Senior O'Connell, the speaker 
of the student senate, will be 
at UNH until 1989 to complete 
his dual major in Animal Scien-
ces ahd Internacional Perspec-
tives. He said the position is "a 
good way to continue using my 
experiences and background for 
an informed student voice." 
He added, "I've been involved ' 
with just about everything you. 
can be:· President of AGR (Al-
pha Gamma Rho fraternity), 
UNH Judicial Board, Academic 
Standards and Advising Com-
mittee, Town Advisory Com-
mittee. A lot of those things will 
end this semester and I thought 
it would be a good way to 
continue using my experience 
for the students." 
O'Connell said, "I think it's 
important to have a student who 
is respected as a leader by both 
the students and adults older 
than he or she, because of my 
past involvement with the 
UNH Town Advisory Commit-· 
tee, I think I have shown that." 
When asked if he had any 
TRUSTEES, page 11 
The veterans criticized the 
apathy of the American people, 
blaming a media which gives 
coverage only to ·more interest-
ing stories, like the stock market 
crash of earlier this week. This, 
said Paul Nichols, who gradu-
ated from UNH in 1965, was 
the case with Vietnam as well. 
A month before he served in 
Vietnam, he did not even know 
·Shuttle suffers 
due to mix-up 
where it was. 
Stimmel, who graduated from 
the UNH School of Agriculture 
in 1965, said,"The media is 
again not informing the Amer-
ican public". 
Jones, Nichols, and Stimmel 
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INSIDE 
A UNH alumni and war veteran warned of dangerous similaritjes 
in our involvment with Central America now and with Vietnam 
in the 60's on Tuesday night. (Antonio Velasco photo) 
Wilcats football coach Bill Bowes is approach-
ing his 100th victory. Find o.ut more about the 
winning coach on page 28. 
By Robin Hooker 
The lack of cooperation and 
communication between the 
Karivan off ice and the Student 
Senate is the major difficulty 
facing the effectiveness of the 
Shuttle bus system on campus. 
After two years in operation, 
the system continues to be 
riddled with or·ganizat_ional, 
scheduling, and financial prob-
lems. 
Dirk Timmons, interim su-
pervisor for Karivan, said, 'The 
problem is lack of support from 
the Student Senate. It's their 
budget, they have to supply 
money for advertising to get the 
students involved." 
Since the Shuttle's induction 
two years ago controversy has 
surrounded its operations. Orig-
inally it was designed to alleviate 
the overwhelming parking prob-
lems here at the University. 
Ed McCabe, chairman of Com-
muter Affairs and the Campus 
Transit Authority, states, "In 
my opinion the o·nly solution 
to the . parking problem is more 
parking spaces. The shuttle is 
a pain in the rear-end for · the 
people who have to supervise 
and run it." 
Accprding to the budget al-
location statement of the Garn-
pus Transit Authority, the shut-
tle is an expensi'ye pain. It costs 
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•UNH prof searches for male contraceptive piU 
p • ' ; ,. 
·~· ' ' ~-
·· By Jay Kumar He feels a similar chem_ical 
Birth control has always been process may take place during 
a hot topic. Currently, the only human sperm ·production. -
; two truly effective methods for ' According to.Walker, in 4 1/2 
, meri a're abstinence and the··use months, the male starfish pro-
: of -c:ondoms. Abstinence isn't duces six trillion sperm. 
; exanly popular with today's If Walker and his researchers 
men for rea~ons no one can quite ca~ determine exactly what this 
figure out. And oftentimes chemical is in the male starfish, 
condoms are seen as an affront then they can see if they can use 
td a man's masculinity. A UNH it to block the · cell division 
professor is working on - an process. They could then deter-
alternative to these somewhat mine if it would work in hu-
._, unpoP,ufa:r · rp.etho~s. . . :·. _..;....i: mans. 
, The neverepd1ng ·quest for Walker said this type of . 
an effective ma.le com-rac€ptive contraceptive would be bene-
- pill has led UNH pro.fessor · -ficial because it is "specifically 
Charles Walker to the ocean. · directed t,oward sperm." He 
Walker has spent the last sevefl added, "You wouldn't be block-
years studying the sperm pro- ing normal cell division," just 
duction of the common north- sperm cell division. 
ern starfish in an effort to come This means there wouldn't 
up with a "sperm specific con- be any of the side effects found 
traceptive." in steroid-based male contra-
Walker, an associate profes- ceptives,' Walker said, such as 
sor of zoology, sai~ the starfish "feminization, change of the 
has a unique cell division pro- voice ... they really modify phy-
cess. The starfish produces siology of the male substantial-
sperm only once a year, whi.le ly." 
the rest of the year is spent He stressed that "female 
gradually building up spermai- · contraceptives are pretty effec-
ocytes ( cells which split t9 tive," but "the whole realm of 
become sperm). male contraception hasn't 
Walker said these cells have moved very far.': , 
the shelves of his laboratory. 
· By ·the end of next summer, 
· Walker said he should know 
what the chemical trigger is "in 
the starfish." He said he would 
p"robably experiment on a rat 
first, before actually studying 
its effects on humans. 
Walk.er doesn't want to get 
everybody's hopes up. There is 
no assurance that the chemical 
in the starfish is the same as in 
the male mammal, indeed, "it 
may never be there." In addition, 
he said, it isn't a certainty that 
men would want to use it. 
Walker has · been working 
. with Dutch and Japanese re-
searchers who have been doing 
similar research. His research 
is fonded by the National 
Science Foundation1and NATO. 
Walker has taught for ten 
years at UNH, his courses 
including Imro to Biology, 
Developmental Biology, and 
Molecular Biology. · 
to wait to go through cell Walker said he still has a long 
division to make sperm, a pro- way to go. There isn't any 
cess which is chemically induced. wonder drug gathe~ing dust on 
While you wori' t see th,is drug 
(if indeed, one can be developed) 
on the market anytime in the 
near future, who.knows? Maybe 
five years down the- line, men 
won't have to wear shades ar:id 
a trenchcoat when they go to 
the drugstore anymore. It's a 
distant dream, but it's one that 
could come true. Professor .Charles Walker held up what may ~e a hard pill. for 
men to swallow. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
NEWS IN. BRIEF 
World markets rebound; 
Dow up record 186 points 
favestors flocked to world markets Wednesday, 
shaking off the panic caused by this week's trillion-
doUar crash arid sening world indexes soaring to 
record gains in New York, London and Tokyo. 
The Dow Jones industrial average climbed halfway 
back from Monday's historic 508-point collapse 
with consecutive record days on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, setting the index at 2,027.85 on 
.Thursday morning. Analysts sp~culated thanhe 
resurgence may have been caused by. the investors 
delight in the world leaders' response to the market's 
,panic, ,which erased more than $500 billion from 
the value of U.S. stocks and more than $1 trillion . 
from world stocks in 24 hours. 
Economists said. diere was no major news event 
to account for either the plunge or the partial 
recovery. "What happened in the -market was a 
classic case .of financial panic," said Shafiqul Islam, 
a senior fellow at the Council on Foriegn Relations 
in New York. · · 
· .Rape charges considered 
a.-gainst Bowie -in Dallas_ 
. . 
,A grand jury .will consider whether to file i-ape 
_ charges asginst David Bowie on a complaint filed 
by a Dall~s woman who .claimed to have been raped 
by the. singer-actor in his hotel room after an October 
8 concert; authorities said Wednesday. 
"A lady met him_ at a concert he was performing 
at here and went back to the hotel with him and 
was talking ·with him at the room, and at that time 
she a~leged an assault occured," said police Sgt. 
_Larry Lewis. The woman, who lives in Dallas, 
_ te,lephop.ed police four days later and said she had 
·been rape_d by Bowie in his room. at The Mansi'on, 
one of the city's most prestigious hotels, between 
8 a.m. aod-l2 p.m. on October 9. 
A spokesm~n for Bowie~ whose real name is David 
- J<;>ne~, said the sj,ng.er was en route to Australlia 
. and would riqt respond tb the allegations. 
_Bowie was not arrested, and no charge has yet 
been filed · against :p.im~ . · ·: . · . ' 
·.. ~ . ' . 
ft . 
-stolen bust of Poe, 
turns up ·at The Raven 
( 
A plaster bust of .Edgar Allan Poe stolen from 
its pedestal at the Poe Museum in · Richmond, 
Virginia, was returned by an unidentified man who 
brought it into The Raven Inr:i shortly after midnight 
Tuesday, scribbled a poem on a paper· bag, o~dered 
a ·cocktail for himself afld a beer for the head, and ' 
then left the famous piece of plaster in the bar for 
authorities to find. 
Bruce English, president of the Poe Foundation, 
said he recieved the call around midnight and 
immediately nuif ied police. 
"There it was, on the counter of the bar," English . 
said. "Beside it was a brown paper bag with· 'The' 
Spirits of the Dead.' It's· an early poem wrifren in 
1827 when he was only 18. It's a beautiful poem 
and "last night was the dark of the moon." -
The slightly larger than life-size bust, valued 
at $2,00Q, is thought to have been completed in 
1909. It is made of white plaster and was -the model 
for a bronze"_bu,st of Poe that sculptor Edward Quinn 
ma,de. , '-~ ' · 
· English said e~arlier he suspected Halloween 
p_ranksters may have b~en responsible for th~ 
weekend theft of the bust from the-Poe Museum. 
Daylight savings 
time ·begins 2 a·.m. Sun-
day . 
. Daylighr savings time begins· this Saturday 
f)ight/Sunday morning at 2 a.m. Wherever you are, 
remember to move the little hand back one hour. 
If you don't, the Daylight Savings Police will come.,· 
to yqµr house in _the middle of the night, rip you 
om -of bed, throw you up against the wall- and make 
you name eve·ry time zone in order east of the prime 
meridian. Mo.reover, y"our mind and body will be 
seriously twisted .out of synch with the rest of the 
universe. So do it. . 
-As an add.ed inceptive, consider r-hat Karl's will . 
_remain open f?r.an extrn hour. . 
• • • • i.' ' . 
. ·, l 
Ph-antom housekeeper 
breaks 
in and cleans up--lit~rally 
When a Gilroy, California, man return~d home 
late last Wednesday and found his door ajar, he 
figured · his house had been cleaned out. · 
Instead, it had been cleaned up. · 
The victim, who was _not ide'ntified by police, 
entered his home to -discover his bed made, trash 
taken out, dishes washed, newspapers stacked, dirty · 
, clothes put in the hamper, and· his drapes taken 
down and r~placed with new ones. 
Gilroy poli~e Cmdr. Vern Gardner said,. t(He' s 
sure· it wasri't' ~ practical joke. We're' still ' looking 
for whoever did it, but we're n.ot' exactly sure what 
we'd charge him with." . · · · -· 
A note was found at the site, saying ' '. Dear Sir. 
I hope you don't mind. I cleaned your house. Don't 
worry. I won't take anything because my father 
is a Duke iri Spain. Don't worry. I'll clean your house 
for as long as you live .here. (signed) Prince Eddie." 
"It's too bad he didn't break into my house," added 
Gardner. --
_Twin-kie_s fall flat; -
Card~ even it up . 
Tom Lawless, a µtility infielder who had only 
two hits in the entire 1987 season, cracked a three-
run homer off Minnesora ace Frank-Viola in the 
fourth inning of G~me 4 Wednesday night to help 
the St. Louis Cardinals to a 7-2 win and to knot 
the '87 World Series at two games· apiece. 
Bob Forsch nailed down the victory after replacing 
injur~d starter Greg Matthews in the fourth, when 
the lefty had to leave the game due to an injured 
right quadracep . . 
Games 6 and 7·, if necessary, will be played Saturday 
(4 p.m.) _and Sunday (8:25 p.pm.) in the ~etrodome 
in Minneapolis .. The Twins had the best regular 
season reco-rd at home. 
Game 5 was played last night in St. Louis. The 
score was · not available at press time. 
l 
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Ethiopian appeals for hel})" 
By Nancy Taylor 
UNi-I w~s host to an Ethio-
pian free<;iom fight~r on Wed- . 
-_nesday. P-rinc_e . Mengesha 
-Seyoum.,. former ruler of T ~gre 
province in Ethiopia; is pres-
ently living in Sudan an_d leading 
· a group called the Ethiopian 
Democratic Union (EDU). 
In 1974, Ethio'i)ia ~as taken 
over by communist troops be-
cause of its-strategic geographi-
cal location. Today, there are 
4000 Russian troops and 15,000 
CubaQs in-the. country, according 
. -to Seyoum. · -
He said Russia has speflt five 
billion dollars to keep a military · 
presence in Ethiopia. There are "If we had had help before 
also Cuban mercenaries who act we cou'ld have overthrown the 
as "watchdogs" by spying on communists years .ago," Seyoum 
the Ethiopians, sa-id Seyoum. said. 
He added that despite chis The EDU is nor supporr-ed 
expense, the Communists have by any members of the free 
only been able to control the world, thus Seyoum's appeal to 
cities and towns. the citizens and government of 
. Seyoum has been in the Uni- · the United States. He said his 
red Stares for six weeks and . union-is crying to form a "rnm-
plans to stay for another ty.,ro . mon front" among the many 
weeks. He is making an "appeal facrions fighting for liberty in . 
- to a friendly,nation" for support the country, · . , 
in the form of medical supplies, "We don't believe in fighting 
food, clothing, an;d m:oral ·sup- independently," Seyoum said. · 
po:rt for his "freedom fighters" The EDL ·· stands for se:veral 
in the western part of _ the 
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UNH Students remembered lost friends. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
Englehardt plaque 
. mourns tragic loss 
- ' . ' . ..... 
By Kellie Wardman looked pretty solemn, and he 
The construction of a living told us that one of our class-
memorial outside of Engelhardt mates had been killed irt a plane 
was finished last week, in me- crash over the weekend." 
mory of three ~NH students "We ha,d a moment of silence 
that died last April. A plaque fot them .. :and our teacher ded-
set in stone, along with a nine- icated most of the class to 
foot:.. high star dogwood tree, talking about him and his writ-
, now rnark the path leading from · , ing," said Howe. "Afterwards, 
the Lower Quad t0 C lot. during the rest of the class, we 
The three · 'men, Robert didn't feel much like ,.doing 
"Rock" Flynn,, Jamie· Hurley, anything ... we w.ere all pretty 
- and Jay Richard, had gone flying _ bummed." 
with an instructor who knew What happened last spririg 
· two of the students . The four was a tenible tragedy, anq. t_hose 
men died in the crash. who knew the.three students 
. "Jr was ~ beautiful day," ·- had ro firid -a ~ay to .tlealwith 
Englehardt's Hall D.irector Peg- it.· 'fhe planning and cons-true.:- · 
. . gy Russ -remember~, "There .. t1on·of the memorial gave them 
;Some candidates for Durham Town Council above addressed issues to a small crowd this 
were peopk outside every- a direction and a path to follow~ 
where. As they flew overhead, and helped enable them to dea.l 
they buzzed Jhe carp pus_, do~ng , wit~;their g.rief by J P.~w,i_~gJheif 
po\ver-dives, and t'unin_g the - sorrow. ·· . . " .. ,. ·- · , 
engine." . For mh/ers, the-small two_ foot · 
,.past Tuesday. (Mark Hamilton photo) · 
; Council forutri turnout poor 
- The next thing Russ knew, - long _stone and blossoming tree 
a parent was calling the campus, will serve as a reminder of that 
asking if their son was definitely rueful' April day, in memo'ry of 
one of the students in the plane Robert,Jarriie, and.Jay. · , ': 
that afternoon. State troopers "Because of 'the magnitude 
had just arrived at their house of the situation," Russ said, "o:f 
By B~th McCarthy 
The "Meet the Candidates" 
· (for Durham: town council) 
night sponsored ·py _the UNH 
' -Debate Society and the S-<;:nate 
S.F.U. was not well attended by 
either students or townspeople 
Tuesday. , 
Ja_y Gould, Chairperson of 
Students for the University 
Council, introduced rhe candi-
dates, after which the sparse 
audience ·was inv.ited to peruse 
the Strafford room in• the MUB 
in search of know ledge of the 
candidates positions. 
There are 11 candidates run-
ning for one, two, and ~hree year 
·terms on the Durham town 
council, which is part of a joint 
effort to improve relations 
between the University and the 
town. 
_"Without the University, the 
town would not be here,'' said 
Rebecca Fros'r, a ·candidate for 
a three year term. Aqdressing 
the Student Senate in a note she · 
wrote "The future of Durham 
is inevitably tied to he U niver-
sity and some method of pro-
ductive cooperation must be 
found." 
Ronald Tucker, a candidate 
for a two year term, said he sees· 
housing for students a_ difficult 
problem. _He suggested two 
solutio'ns: "More dorms ... (and) 
Gordon Haaland h~d a cold shower thanks t·o one of~ _hese 
decaying water pipes. (Ki°! Hartmnn photo) 
incentives to real estate com- and had told them that their son •_ losing three people .from· ou·r 
panies (to make apartments had died in a plane crash t~at dorm,-we wanted to coristruct 
more affordable to students)." . afternoon. The parents' fear was a living memorial." 
He said he believes "proper confirmed when they checked "Because you feel so hopeless . 
people with proper experience with residents of the hall. in a situation like that, you want 
and proper personality (should "After ab~ut an hour of flying to do something, and at lest this 
be) elected to the council." they decided to l~nd, ·and they way we can remind people that 
Sarah Voll,' another candidate . were very dose to the runway life is precious and to_be_careful," 
for a two year term,' said, "(It when the engine killed• on _ Russ said. 
is) sadly ironic that in a town . ' them," Russ said. "They were · The dogwood tree was spe-
where most residents move for too low, too close to the airport, · cially -ordered from Massachus-
the University there are so many and they lost altitude so fast ,that setts last spring, and arrived 
complaints." · · · - they were unable to slow down." shortly after second semester 
She said there needs to be Sophomore Alan Howe said, ended last year. 
more effort on both sides. "It's "Jamie Hurley w~s in rny Latin "It will blossom sometime in 
attitudes rather than ordinan- Authors in Literature class. The April, in the springtim ," Russ 
ces" that need to be worked on. day after it happened, when we said. 
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Heating line damage repaire 
By Dorina Morafcik 
Workers from UNH Plant 
Maintenance and Engineering 
worked around the clock for two 
days to repair_ a heating line 
break that occurred Thursday 
at 7:30 p.m. near FairchildHall. 
The damage was reasonably 
heavy totaling an estimated two 
to three thousand dollars, ac- · 
( co,rding to Director of Plant . 
Maintenance and Engineeririg 
. John Sanders. · 
The. break of the 12 inch 
heating line which flooded 
Fairchild Hall's basement and 
resulted in a loss of heat to some -
buildings was caused hy an old 
and deteriorated pipe, according 
· to Sanders. -
· UNH has had a substantial · 
rebuilding of lines all_ over 
campus but the part that broke 
had not been rebuilt yet. That 
line has been there since the late 
1940's 0{ early 1950's, said 
Sanders. 
The dirett cos.r to the un_iver-
sity is estimated between' two 
and three thousand .dollars yet 
there is also the indirect cost 
of aggrevation and inconven- , 
ience to consider, _said Sanders. 
, Mostly affected by the line 
break was UNH President Gor-
don Haaland and his family. The · 
section of the line -isolated in 
order to make the needed re-
palfs left President Haaland'~ 
home without heat for .t.»'P day., 
Hud-dteston dining hall area 
was also affected by the repairs. -
The main erttrarice to Huddles~ 
ton Hall was closed· while the 
crew tore out the sidewalk and 
cement e~casing the line ih 
_ order to make the repairs. : 
Consequently' students wa, 
ired in longer lines •to eat 
downstairs in Huddleston or 
entered the building on the west 
side to ·eat upstairs. 
The situation could·have been 
worse,: according to Sanders. He 
said, "Tm glad, ·if it ljad to 
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ON THE SPOT · 
-Do· you i.}gree . that _ homosexuals should be 
_ specifie<t ._forprptec:tion in 'the ·UNH policy? Why? ·· 
"There sh.ouldn 't be any 
discrimination on the basis 
of sexual preference. It 
should be in tke · UNH 
policy, everyone's rights 






"Discrimination is an evil, 
and any groups that are 
prone to .it should have 
· every legal advf:J,ntage they 
can possibly obtain in 
order to prevent being 












4pm - 1 am Sun. -Thurs. 
4prn - 2am Fri. & Sat. 
driY8rs carry~ 
1han$20.00 
LlmltN deUvery ., •• 
"Yes, _as homosexuals are 
part of the student body 
and deserve to ~e protected 
like everyone else in the 
student 7ioily." 
Pete Snyder 
·' Sophomore · . · 
Undeclared 
_"Yes_, they are equally as · 
s_ubject to discriminat~on 
as the other ( included) 
groups are and so deserve 
equal protection. There is 
no reason to discriminate 
· . against or harass a person · 





Delivery Drivers - We couldn't possibly promise our 
famous 30 minute delivery :service without the always..: 
hustling, ~fficient performance of our professional 
delivery drivers. They ~re the link from the store to 
the customer's door and a major reason' for our 
success. Since safety is frist at Domino's Pizza, a good 
driving record is a . must. A cleail~cut appearance and· 
. a people-oriented personality are also required for 
this key position. If you're an excellent driver and 
want to go places in the fast-food industry, let Domino's 
Pizza put you in the driver's seat! 
O .ur drivers usually average $5-
$7/h:r:~ ·· (i~cludes hourly· wage ·and 
tips). mileage .~olllpensati_on is paicl 
JQr use of your own vehicle. Flexible 
hours available. Contact the store 
manager fo·r more details. . . 
868-6230 "'. 
-COUNCIL-
<co~tinued from page 3) 
Thomas Christie, a candidate 
for a three year term and the 
owner of Suh Stop, said, "I will ' 
work to make Durham a better 
place to live and learn." 
Regarding the parking prob-
lem, Christie's main idea would -
be to charge car-owning stu-
dents for the building, of a 
pa,rking lot similar to the one 
now completed in Portsmout_h 
near Market Street. 1 
"I think students are not 
satisfied with the satellite park-
ing and I don't think it is going 
to get better," said Christie. 
- Tim Silk, a junior _ __at UNH, 
is running for a two year term. 
He is greatly concerned about 
the environment. 
-"We must let development 
take pla.ce in a constructive 
manner," he said. 
Other candidates include Ri-
chard Hersh, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. Hersh was 
unavailable to comment at the 
meeting, but in his point sheet 
he wrote, "The University and 
town share many problemsC 
parking, housing, traffic, water, 
sewer, police authority, fire and 
emergency services." 
He suggests a standing com-
mittee "composed of townspeo-
ple, town councillors, University 
admini~trators and students" 
to help solve these problems 
for the Durham community." 
As most of the candidates 
seem to agree, the town and the ' 
school form the community, and 
the community's needs can be 
addressed and problems solved 
through town council. 
The registration-to-vote date 
is Saturday,'October 24, a:nd 
those voters already registered · 
are urged to vote in the elections 
on November 3, 1987. 
--PIPES--
<continued from page 3) 
I 
happen at afl, that it happened 
now instead of in February when 
the colder weather conditions 
would ha;e. made things worse. 
We can count our blessings." 
UNH students living in the 
upper and lower quad areas and 
in Hetzel, Alexander, and Fair-
child Halls were not adversely 
· affected by the break. 
Andrea Buco, a sophomore, 
living in the "pit" of Fairchild, 
said·, "We didn't even know it 
happened. Everyone thought 
we got flooded but it was below 
us." 
Residents of Hetzel Hall said 
they had pl~nty o_f hot\vater and 
were not affected by it: 
Alexander Hall resident Alex 
Boros, said the o_nly thing· he 
noticed was a sign posted in the 
laundry room saying that the 
water- ·may be discolored drre-ro ,-
the construction of the line. 
Residents of Hunter .and 
Devine Halls also were no-t 
affected in any negative way, 
-' according to residents. · 
Sancfers said he. was "grateful 
for the nice campus commun-
ity." In the middle of die night 
_ while workers labored to fix the 
break, the Tin -Palace sent them 
pizzas and Huddleston provided 
hot coffee. 
Accord1ng to Sanders, it will 
be another thirty to forty years 
before UNH will have to worry 
about this hap'pening again. The 
line has been replaced with a 
new one which should last until 
then. 
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CALENDAR 
FRIUAY, OCTOB_ER 23 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Registration and Information 
New Hampshire Hall, 3-7 p.m. · _ · 
PARENTS' WEEKEND· - Dinner: Stillings and Philbrook 
Dining Halls, 4:15 to 6:15 p.m.; Huddleston Dining Hall, 
4:30 to 7 p.m. $6, pay as you go. 
ART EXHIBITION OPENING RECEPTION - Featuring 
_ new and returning faculty. University Galleries, Paul Arts, 
.. 6-8 _p.m. · 
SATURDAY,OCTOBER24 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Registration and information: 
MUB, all day. New Hampshire Hall, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - UNH' s International Study Abroad 
Program: "The Faculty Experience,,,9:30-10:30 a.m., "The 
. Student Experience," 10;?,0-11:30 a.m., H)lls/Sull Rm., MUB 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Special Faculty Lecture. Tom Miller, , 
Assoc. Professor of Electrical Engineering, on "Robotics 
Research at UNH: Machine Learning, Vision, and Other 
Topics." Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - President's Luncheon. A buffet 
luncheon featuring UNH President Gordon Haaland as 
keynote speaker. Granite State Room, MUB, 11:30 a~m. 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - vs. Mass/Vermont/RI, 
at Exeter Country Club, noon. · 
FOOTBAiL - vs. Lafayette, Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m: 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Jackson Estuarine Lab Tour. T~ur 
of UNH marine lab, includes tri-p onto Great Bay aboard 
UNH research vessel, Jere Chase. Tour will meet m MUB, 
1-4 p.m. · 
UNIVERSITY ART -GALLERIES - "Faculty Review: 
Balderacchi. Brayton, Charlton, Hood, and Sennhauser." 
Hours: M-W 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Th 10 a.m., to 8 p.m., Sat. 
& Sun. 1-5., closed Fri. & hofidays. Thru Dec. 12. ' 
PARENTS' WEEKEND -'F acuity /Student Research Projects. 
Grafton Room, MUB, 1:30-2:30 p.m. . - . 
PARENTS' WEEKEND -_Dru_g_ and alcohol Education -
"What's On·Tap?" A discussion ofUNH's apEroach to alcohol 
and dru~ iss~es on campus. Hillsborougn/Sullivan Room, 
MUB, 2:30-3.30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER - vs. Yale, 3 p.m. 
PARENTS' WEEKEND--- Ofen House and Tour - New 
facilities of Thompson S<,:hoo of Applied Science, Barton 
Hall, 3:-30-4:30 p.m. - · 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Post-game Reception. 1925 Room, 
Alumni Center, 3:30-5 p.m. · . _ · 
PARENTS' WEEKEND-Parents' Tea. Sponsored by students 
involved in lnterVaris~y Christian Fellowship, Hillsbo-
rough/Sulliva,n Room, MUB, 4:30-6 p.m. . · -
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Dinner: Stillings and Philbrook 
Dining Halls, 4:30-7 p.m . .? $6 pay as you go. _  
Rubes® By Le_igh Rubin 
DEt\.TH 0~ AN .AMERI(:AN IN NICARAGUA - Elizabeth 
Linde:r, J:11other .of eri_gineer Ben 1:irfder:wh-o· w:as Rilled by -
the contras while working as a Witness fqr Peace Volunteer.,~ 
w~ll speak about why her fam_ily charged t.~e U.?. gover-~m~pt 
with murd<:r and why Amencans sl-i0t1ld co~tmue s9ltdanty · 
_ tours of N 1caragua. (Sponsored by Committee· on Central 
Ameri~a.) Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. 
'.?),' . 
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Ice Hockey; UNH Men vs,. Holy 
Cross (exhibition). Snively Arena, 7 p.m. .· · · 
P ARENTS'~WEEKEND CONCERT -- UNH Jazz Band, Da•vid 
S~iler, directiqg, with the UNH VocalJa~z Ens~mble.Johnso~ 
1 heater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Students/Semors $4, general $5. _· 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25 ·-
PARENTS' WEEKEND - Brunch: UNHDining Halls, 10 _ 
a.m. to 1 p.m. and New England Center, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
PHOTOGRAPHY LECTURE - Joyce Neimanas, Associate 
Professor of Photography at The School of the Art Institute 
of Chicago, will present her own work, innovative images · 
incorporating mixed media which frequently draw on the 
theme of tension· in personal relationships. Room 110, 
Murkland, 4 p.m. -" · . 
CELEBRITY SERIES - Elly Ameling, soprano, Johnson 
Theater! Paul Arts, 7 p.m. - : 
MUSO FILM - "Mornin_g Glory." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1; general $2. . ~ 
MONDAY, O~TOBER 26 , · 
LECTURE AND DISCUSSION - "Moral Reasoning: A 
developmental and Cross-Cultural Perspective," by Dr. Carolyn 
Pope Edwards. Reading Room, ~cConriell, 3:30-4:30 p.m. ._ 
LECTURE - Promoting Social and Moral Development in 
Young Children: Creative Approaches for Parents and 
T~achers. Dr .. E?-wa~ds _will pres~nt diff_erent ways O£?,e can 
sttmulate a chrld s thmhng regardmg soCial and moral issues~ 
Room 1925, Alumni Ce~ter, 7:15-8:30 p:m. 
TUESDAY,OCTOBER27 
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES - MOBAY LECTURE -
"Problem Solving by Combined Techniq_ues in an Industrial 
Laboratory," by Dr. Jeannette Grasselli, Standard Oil. Room 
L-103, Parsons, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.ril. . . 
I • 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Plato: The Philoso-
phical ~~y of Life and the Problem of Justice," Donna Brown, 
Humanmes. Room 201, Murkland, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'.S FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Springfield, 3:30 p.m. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY, - vs.US Olympic Team, ·Sniveiy Arena, -
7~m . . _ 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - "The New Ha~pshi;e 
Economy." Evangelos 0. Simos, Associate Professor of 
Eco_nomics with special guests: H.E. Harrington,Jr., President, 
Indian Head Banks, Inc., and Georne C. Jones Cqmmissioner, 
Department of Resources and Econ9mic 0-evelopment: Alumr:ii 
Center, 7:30 p.m. _ . - _ . , 
UNH STUDENT JAZZ C:OMBOS - Bratton Recital Hall, 
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.___ _. . . · · . --- -· 
I 
~~~Eo1¥1~1 ~~_ls~t~tJ}0tJV~ii1::, ~it~ I!l~JJ 
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·: PREMEDICAL/PREDENTAL INFORMATION RESUME WORKSHOP: Sponso_red by Caieer 
·' . -;MEETING: Spo:nsored ·by Pr~m,ed~calf Predent~L Planning & Placement S~rvi~es. last one of th_e 
i'.\.d':'isory Committee. The me~tmg v.;rtll be copducted . Semester! Tips~-Techniques-on writing an effective . 
. -· - by P,rof. John Rmim~n, C~atrman _:of the. Pre:111ed- resume. Monday, October 26, F:otu~-Room, Dimond 
icaJ/Pre.dental Advisory Committee. Advisory Library, 7-8 p.m. · · ·· 
Committee members wiH be -introduced and 
information on schools· will be discussed. Wed- CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: ·sponsored 
nesday, October· 28, Room 13, Floor B, Dimond by Career Planning & Placement S.ervices. Nor-- . 
Library, 7:30 p.m. sure where_ you .are headed with your career, plans? .· 
This small-group workshop i-s designed to help. 
"GETTING INTO GRAD SCHOOL" WORK- Sign-up basis only - sign-up ir;i 203 Huddleston, 
· .S.HOP: Sponsored by Associatio~ for Women in 862-2010. Wednesday, October 28, Room 203, 
. ·Science. Infor_mation on decision makin:e-, ap· pli - H ddl H 11 4 -io t 6 30 pm o . u es ton a , .: :-i p.m. o : . . . 
catioris, and financial support. Open to all students 
i:n life, social and physical·- sciences, and economics. 
Thursday, Octobe,r 29, 4th Floor Conference Room, 
. Science and Engineering Researe:h ·Buildir,ig, 7 p.m. 
SEMESTER II MARINE EDUCATION INTERN-
SHIP: Sponsored by UNH Sea Grant Ex~en -
sion/ Department of Leisure Mgmt. & Tourism. 
LMT 743, a 4 credit course offers training in marine 
and environmental education. Students then 
. participate as staff members in "Through the 
· Looking Glass," a marine education progra'm for 
schools at Odiorne Point State Park. Crmrse meets: 
Jan.-April, Tues. & Thurs., 12:30 t:O 2:30 and April-
May, Tues., Thurs., or Fri., time variabl~. Appl_i-
cation deadline, November 9.· Informat10n: Julia 
Steed Mawson, 862-3460. 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
SECOND-QUARTER PHYSiCAL EDUCATION 
CLASSES: Sponsored by Department of Physical 
Education ; Second-quarter WINTER Physical 
Education Elective Activity classes will begin on 
Monday, October 2.6. St1,1dents ele.cting skating 
and ice hockey MUST provide their own equipmept. 
HALLOWEEN HOBBLE: Sponsored by Recrea-
tional Sports. 5K, 3.1 x-co!-1ntry race. ~egistration 
deadline, October 26, Room 151, Field House. 
Awards for 1st Undergrad, Grad., Faculty/ Staf(, 
·-and Best Costume. Wednesday, October 28, College 




DIVERSITY CONFERENCE SPEAKERS: The 
following events are a part of the upcoming 
Diversity Conference: Julian Bond, civil rights 
leader and former Georgia state Senator, Wed-
nesday, Oc.tober; 28, Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. :'An 
even.ing with Maya Angleoti," poet, writer, and 
actress, author of "I Know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings." Thursday, October 29, 8 p.m. Dr. Mary 
. Fances Berry; professor history and law, and a senior 
fellow in The Institute for the Study of Educational 
Policy \at Howard University, af!d members of che 
US Civil Rights Cqmrnission. Friday, October 30, 
Johnson Theater, 11 a.m. All of these events are 
free (no tickets necessary)- and open to the public. 
Information: Kathy Lacasse, 862-2050. 
. . . ' 
PIZZA PARTY: Hillel, ·uNff,sJewish S~_ydent 
Organization will be sponsoring a: pizza party for 
all members and perspective member~. Wednesday, 
October 28, Tin Palace Restaurant, 5:30 p.m. · 
, INXS CONCERT WITH NEWMAN: Sponsored 
by SCOPE. Sunday, November 8, Field HoHse, ~oors 
open at 7:30 p .m., students $11.50, non-s_tud~nts , 
$15. ,Tickets on sale at MUB Ticker Office 10 a.m. 
·to 4 p.m., Mon-Fri . . 
ANNUAL SKI SALE AND SWAP: Sponsored by 
New Hampshire Outing Club. Area ski shops will 
be here to sell top quality winter sports equipment 
(skis, skates, poles, clothing, and mi:s.c: equipment) 
usable equipment wiU also be offered at the sale. 
Wednesday, 9 a.m. to? p~m., Thursday.& Friday .. 
10 a.m, to 6 p.m., Sac_nrday 9 a.m. tQ 4 p .m; · . PRE-SCREENING FOR ON-CAMPUS INTER-
VIEWS: Sponsored by Career Planning.& Placeme~t 
Services. Seniors! Remember each Thursday 1s MEETINGS 
deadline for submitting resumes te>. interview on- .. . · · · '· ; 
campus. May grads.--d-on't wait until Spring ,MORTAR BOARD MEETING: For all those 
Semester--locs of rnmpanies only come in the Fall interested in the planning and/ or running of out' 
_to campus. Halloween party for the Dover Children's Home. 
MANDATORY ORIENTATION FOR SENIORS: 
. Sponsored Career Planning & Placement Services. 
1
' Last one of Fall Semester! If you want to interview 
on-campus or establish a credentials file you must 
go to orientation. Next ones not until January which 
will not allow on-campus interviewing until March. 
Monday, October 26; Forum Room, Dimond Library, 
4-6 p.m. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
Sunday, October 25, Room 322; Huddleston, 8 p.m. 
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Join the Wom-
en's Center for open informal meetings. Monday, 
October 26, Room 110-A, Women's Center, MUB, 
6:30 p.m. 
\ 
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IRO aims to unite 
hall governments 
By Michele Laforge tha~ one of IRO's major projects 
In the past, it was felt that ' is "Little Sib Weekend." 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlir;es 
on proper forms) 
the individual hall councils at Scheduled tentatively for Feb- . 
UNH didn't , communicate ruary 20',. 1988, Jackson said it 
enough. The Inter Residence will be a weekend where res-
Organization (IRO) is out_ to idents bring theiryouriger broth- ' 
! • change all that. e-rs and sist.ers (ages five ,and ·-
L----------------------__,,-:-...__________________ · New this year, IRO i~'nbw the up) to 'the campus for activities 
Chairperson o f the Inter Residence Organization Elizabeth Jacks.o n and frie nd. (Antonio 
Velasco photo) · · 
largest student organization on . sponsored by IRO. "We feel that 
campus ·with 5,000 members, . · this is a really good thiQg ro do · 
for every resident in ,.the. dor- becau·se it is _ a part of our 
mitories is a member and re'~ ,- ·purpose: dorm µpi_ty,'' J~ckson 
presented in their Hall ~ounciL ''. · state& . .. ' ... 
· Chairperson Elizabeth Jack- Another member of the ex-
son said Executive meetings are ecutive IRO council is Alise 
held every week and general Barfield., scribe, and she ·des -
me~(iqgs . (in wh_ich they wef- .: cribes "l,,ittle S.iq Weekend". as 
com,e any interested people) ;· "something to break up the 
are coming up: November 2, monotony o-f midterm blues." 
Nov. 16, Nov.30, and December There are seven students and 
14, in the Senate Re>om ,in the two adult advisor mem.bers· of 
MUB from 9:00 p.rri. to ·10:00 the execurive council Jackson, 
._p.m. (These meetings are open . a senior and president of Srok~ 
to everyone). . ' Hall Council, is chairman. Sonja 
IRO is a "blanket organiza- Lawrence and Roberta Sherman 
tion run by students," Jackson: are co-d1rectors ot senate and 
asserts·, since one of IRO' s hall relations. Donald Petry is 
pu~poses is-to train Hall Council treasu·rer and t:Iarfield, Kris 
members robe effective leaders. Foley, ;rnd Susan Seydler are 
Last August IRO started this scribes. 
program .off with a Leadership Jackson said the _adults advis-
Workshop for new elects. ing them--Theresa Powej l, 
Jackson divided IRO 's pur- Gibbs Hall Director, and Ann 
pose into three categories: social Miller, associate director of 
and recreational activities in- Residential Life, are "providing 
volving all campus living areas; the directive force and focus" 
helping dormirories with fond for IRO in these enly stages. 
raising projects; and to provide Jackson hopes once the or_-
tra.ining for members of t·he ganization is established, IRO 
Dormitory Hall Councils. wiU be involved in lobbying for 
IRO was .also responsible in student needs, in all areas of 
large part for Fresh'man first campus life as well as those in 
Night this year and Jackson said the residence halls. 
L• 
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Eternal flame is 
· still in the · works 
By Susan Flynn Renselaer. 
The eternal flame to com- · ''We are working on a "Week 
memorare the victims of the of Nuclear Awareness·•· that d 
Hiroshima ·bombing is still a _ planned for sometime in No-
major goal for the members of · .vember, and this i_s taking up 
The Coalition for ·Peace and a lot of our time," said Rense-
Disarmameni: The problem is laer. 
finding the enthusiastic volun- The obvious problem is a lack 
teers who are willing to put in of_ student participation needed 
the time to organize the memor- in order to complete the projett1 
. .ial. · said Nevin. 
The construction of the eter- "We have been considering 
_ nal flame was originally to be the idea of a contest, where 
complet~d by this semester. A students and members of the 
major reason why the project community will be able to 
has not been completed is submit drawings concerning the 
because an active membei: of the design of the memorial," said 
_· Coalition has left the University Nevin. Such a comest would _ 
·_ and returned to California, said hopefully spark student interest 
·- Tony Nevin, professor of Psy- in the projen, said Nevin. 
chology and faculty advisor to The eternal flame, which will 
the ·Coalition. be be constructed in from of the 
"FrancisK~amey·was respo~- MUB next to the Kent State 
-~ible for bringing the fiame to memorial, is a project, that will 
.the_University after participat- .not be -built with University , 
· ing in The Gr.eat Peac_e March funds, said Nevin. 
·_across the country," said Nevin. "Besides the design of the 
The flame; originated from memorial, we also have to 
-rhe -bur.niqf d_ebris after the · concentrate on raising the mo-
Hiroshima bombing at the end ney for the project,'-' said Nevin. 
· of World War 11, Nevin said. The idea of the eternal flame,-
. The Coalition is still serious · and the message it represents, 
about this p~oject,· however· it is as important as ever to- the 
is taking awhile to organize. Coalition, said Nevin. 
"It takes a month or so· for · "Hopefully this article will 
_' the Coalition to get organized- ·encourage some students to 
,"said Carol Renseiaer, member come to the Coalition Office and 
of the Coalition. ' get this project into action," said 
· The Coalition is also present- Nevin. 
1Jy _ invol,ved jp. s~vpal other _ Th~ of_fic::e 9( 'fh~ Co~Ji~ion ,. · 
&e--,ents th.it~ave beeh extremely' ~ for Place -and Disar·,fiament is~" 
-~ime consuming, acwrding to located in room 145 of the MUB. 
The _shuttle system at UNH is still inadequate. (Craig 
Parker photo) · 
----KAfilVAN----
(conti~ued from page 1). 
students paying the_ Student 
Activities Fee (SAF) $55,000 
a year. 
McCabe feels "Thompson 
School people are the ones who 
really consider it valuable. Com-
muters who have the opportun-
ity are using the Karivan in-
stead. The Shuttle is just not 
being- used by enough people." 
The Services Agreement b€-
twee n the University of New 
Hampshire and the Undergrad-
uate Student Senate provides 
that "J:.y January 1, 1988, there 
must have been conducted a 
review of the Transportation 
and Parking program ( of which 
the Shuttle is a part) ... which 
shall include an attitudinal 
survey.:.After March 1, 1988, 
the Student Senate reserves the 
right to discontinue Shuttle 
operations:" 
While Dirk Timmons feels, 
"The Shuttle should -keep run-
ning. Without it the parking 
problem is going to get worse. 
What about women at night? 
They wouldn't have to walk as 
far. I think it's worthwhile." 
Ed McCabe sees things dif-
ferently. "The personal benefits 
for us are nill--we work hard 
without getting any credit for 
it. -Transportation is not a big 
money making thing." 
Drivers for the bus system 
understand that it's not a big 
money making thing . . 
Junior Pete Benoit has been 
· driving for about a year. He 
believes a big problem for the 
system is "No one's applying 
· for driver jobs." · 
He continued, "Hey, I got 
seven dollars an hour deliver,ing 
. Coke (Coca-Cola) plus commis-
sion. Here I get four-fifty an 
hour for delivering people." 
---
The fate of Home~oming policy is in Presiden.t Gordon Haaland's hands for the future. (Antonio 
Velasco photo) · ·- · · · , ": , . ' 
Tailgating is · to he reviewed 
By Chris Pollet tailgating situation could bring 
As thoughts ·of Saturday's a change. · 
tailgating escapade quietly fade Jones said h,e felt that the 
inr-o the dark corners of the officers did a good job control- · 
average UNH student's mind, ling the situation at the begin-
there is still a question ·remain- ning but by the end of the game, 
ing for many people. What there were few restrictions put 
effect do the incidents at Boulder _ on underage people. · 
FieHl have on the future of "I talked to a number of 
tailgating at UNH? unde,rage people who went in · 
"It's too premature. to look and weren't carded," Jones said, 
to next year," Major Roger · "h may mean that a tighter 
Beaudoin of Publi'c Safety said, enforcement will come from 
"but it (the tailgating policy) this." 
will definitely be reviewed.'.' "I don't think there should 
· "There was underage drink- be drinking up to the e~d of the 
ing but the numbers were down , game," saidJones,:who cited the 
substantiaHy," said Beaudoin. · potential for car· accidents. But 
The police coverage in he added, "I do think the reg-
Boulder Field proved to be ulations were excessive." 
ineffective in curbing all the Dean of Students Gregg San-
underage drinking due co the born said the tailga_ting policy 
open area ar6und the field, to this point ha~ been effective 
according to :Be au do in. but "these tailgating guidelines 
"Boulder, by tradition, was won't work without cooperation 
rough." from those participating." 
The future of tailgating (after Sanborn said that it is hard 
the completion of the home to have everyone's cooperation 
football season) lies with those when there was only short spans 
who revamped the policy for of time during which alcohol 
this year, namely President is allowed to be consumed. · 
Gordon Haaland and his ca- "People were deliberately 
binet. being defia·nt," said Sanborn. 
Student Body President "Officers took a lot of abus,e," 
Warn~r Tones sai~ this_y_ear's Beaudoin ',:aid. "I was proud that 
they didn't lose their cool." 
Jones commented on the fact 
that other schools such as Bos-
ton U niversi-ty and Boston Col-
lege are able to control tailgating 
that has established times for 
alcohol consumption. , _ 
"These restriction are a result 
of the past three qr four years 
of homecomings," said Beau-
doin. "Last year was just a 
culmination of years of growing 
· problems." 
Beau_doin said the homecom-
__ iQg problem·s w};lich ai_ise _each 
yea_r are not ~asdy solv$:d and 
stud·ents have t-o realize -"we 
can't turn our -back --for .one 
weekend. People can't -expect 
that." _ 
Yet many students feel .that 
this year's display may have 
been excessive. 
Peter Cline·, a freshman, said 
that having two state policemen 
placed in front of the field house 
was going too far. "Cops are 
going after the small crimes, 
like uqderage drinking, as op- _ 
poseq to the big crimes," said 
· Cline: 
" "I cannot see tailgating being 
wiped out,.'-' Jones said, "That 
is not an option." 
VETERANS------------
all feel that the United States · 
had no right to be in Vietnam, 
and chink the same is true for 
Central America. "Truly we (the 
U.S.) have not learned the 
· lesson of Vietnam," said-Stim-
mel, "As veterans ·we have 
learned first hand the effects 
of military intervention in th'trd 
world countries." 
The U.S. intervened in Viet-
nam because the government 
that ·they were supporting was 
being rebelled ag<!inst. In Cen-
tral America, the' U.S. is current-
ly supporting the Contras who 
are t~ying to take over the 
government. · 
In both cases the American 
government has cited the 
danger of the spread of Com-
munism as the reason for their 
intervention. Jones, who came 
to UNH in the early 60's, 
referred to this · ·attitude as 
' , Yahoo patriotism" and said 
<conrinued from page 1) 
he iuund-rhe U.S. intervention dinistas." . _-
as "unspeakably atrocious." He said he didn't blame the · 
They all emphasized that the Mar:in.t Cor.ps or the Army. 
techniques used by the U.S. Instead he cited the American 
go'vernment to- im,ervene in go~e:nment and high rap.king , 
Vietnam are the same means- . off1c1als for the evils that the 
being used today in Nicaragua. · U.S. has committed by support:. _ 
In 1954, President Dwight . ing the con,tras i0 Central Amer- · 
D. Eisenhower ~ent advisoi;s to . ica and the .government :·in -
· train uoops in Vietnam ~s Vietnam. _ 
President Reagan has done in The audience of about 60 
Central America. Then,-as·Pres- responded well to the speakers 
ident John F. Kennedy did and their ~ugges~io_ns for 'invnl~ 
during his. term, .Reagan sent vement. Carolyn Buck, 2Q, ·of 
more advise'rs to find .why those Dover sa_id, "People can .r~lk but . 
already there could not turn the they (the speakers) have ac_tually 
tide against the forces they were - been through a wa.r. They know 
opposing. what they'-re talking about." 
Nichols, whose running chant Jo[l:es, said that he made it 
while training for the Marines ,back from .Vietnam alive, a-nd 
_at Parris Island was "Kill V.C., that was all that coumed. The 
Kill_ V.C. (Vietcong)," said, "I names of the ONI-:i graduates 
can imagine. what's being put . ·who didn't make it back from 
into the heads of young recruits Vietnam are listed in the MUB 
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Calvin and Hobbes have 
· been living at the top of 
., the national 'bestseller 
lists "for months. now·! 
. Find out why Bi~l 
Watterson's wonderf~lly 
fresh an.d funny_ hufi?.or 
has captured America. 
Order your copy_ 
right away. 
~ · ,~t::: b~ Bill Wcf~~\t~l!3u 
:. _ • • ~.,,;.,;,,,,,,,,,,,,.:-,::::_::_-.:::-.- .•:-:-,.. ?:'.:'.:':f(i~eword \;,y i/tlli~~~~ .- - • • ..i • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I . Ei~--~~ I · 'I ,,,,, ~..--~ Please send me ___ copies of Calvin and Hobbes at $6.95 I 
· I plus $1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed is ·------,--- I 
I _Make check payable to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. I 
: . □ Check D Money Order . □ VISA □ MasterCard : 
I Name _______________________________________ i 
I Address -----------------------:----:------------ • 
: City ----------"--------- State _______________ Zip · ; 
I Credit Card #-------,-------- MasterCard Interbank # ______ ____,____ t 
I --------------------"------ Exp. Date---:------------ I 
I Signature as on credit card I I . I Mail to: . . . . . 
I Calvin and ;Hobbes Bo.ok; ic/o This· Newspaper; P.O. Box .. 419150, Kansas City, MO_. 64141 I 
I , I 
I · . . . Andrews and McMeel, _4900 Main Street, Kansas City, MO 64q2 . J 
---------------·-----~~------~---~---~--------
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Peace Corps recruit at UNH 
By Beth Disbrow 
Help Wanted. 
Job description: P.erson-to-
person interaction with men, 
women and children of innu-
merable backgrounds anq cul-
ture. Food, housing and training 
provided to those interested in 
using every asp½.ci of their own 
abilities and who are not afraid 
to tap 'into their mind, body and 
soul. 
Location: There are over 60 
countries of the third world w 
work in. 
Prerequi~ite: Good health. 
U K-~c'i'tizen. 18 yearS;, o.!.d. or 
older. Ability to make a serious 
commitment and to talk to 
people, give them confidence, 
help them find resources and 
make the best use of them. 
Perserverance, adaptability, crea-
tivity and anxious to le_flrn from 
others. 
Does this job sound too good 
to be true?· Y_ou can thank John 
Fitzgerald Kennedy and his 
administration for having the 
foresight 25 years ago to offer 
this opportunity to the Amer-
ican people. Kennedy titled this 
job: Peace Corps. 
Over t~e past 25 years, Peace 
Corp volunteers have been 
making history,_ an inch ·at a 
time. Today, more than one 
million lives are directly affected 
by Peace ·corp volunteers, every 
month, in over 60 counfrie-s . 
They live and work in local 
communities, offering .P~.cinte 
around the world a chance ·tt'>:1 
learn about Americ2.ns. 
They become members of 
neighborhoods and villages and 
share their skills, but most 
important, they share them-
selves. 
Jane and Brad Fletcher are 
two people who shared them-
selv.es through the .Peace Corps. 
They are .now working here at 
UNH as Peace Ce-rps recruiters. 
On Tuesday, they held a meeting 
in the MUB. It was an introduc-
tion, for UNH students, to the 
Peace Corps. 
They o-ffered information 
reguarding the extensive appli-
cation requirement, and shared 
their personal experiences as 
Peace Corps volunteers. 
Jane remarked that the work 
she did with Peace Corps was 
an eye-opening realization to 
what the "real world" is all 
about: the real world is made 
up of the men_, women and 
children within the third world 
countries. 
Jane's experience began in 
1981. She wanted to find 0ut 
more about other countries and 
people of ocher cultures. Peace 
Corps sent her to Benin, on the 
west coast of Africa. 
She said, "The scariest expe-
rience was when my bus 
dropped me off in my host town 
( chat she'd be living in for the 
next two years) and I looked 
around and realized chat there 
~as no one there that I could 
go up to and just talk to." 
But when asked what her 
greatest feeling was about being 
there, she said it was in dealing 
with the people, one on one, and 
talking to them about ,.. their 
families arid fears for their 
children that she discovered that 
"all of the barrie,rs seemed to 
drop away." 
She said that is what the Peace 
Corps tries to do through each 
of its volunteers: break down 
the barriers of culture, politics 
a·nd economical differences and 
realize that all people are bas-
ically the same. 
-------DEBATE--------
at any cost. These problems 
could be largely eliminated 
through governrnent control, 
Leary said. . 
Leary explained, however, 
that "in a society of 230 to 240 
million people, there's always 
•wme self-destructive people 
who are going to overdose on 
drugs or mayonnaise, or Ket-
chup." 
The preceding comment re-
ceived whoops of laughter from 
the audiencei as did the follow-
ing. 
"I admit my brain is pretty 
baaged up after all these years 
of psychedelic drugs. I have 
. long-term memory gain, short-
term memory loss, and I forget 
the third thing." 
. Peter Bensinger' s speech put 
an enq to the laughter, if only 
for a while. 
Contradicting Leary's statis-
tics regardio.g deaths from co-
caine use, Bensiqger said, 
"There were 1470 cocaine re-
lated deaths reported by coron-
ers last year, and those are only 
the ones we ·know about." 
Bensinger made .it clear that 
he had no firs·t-hand experience 
with the· effects oi_w-µgs. · - . 
Bensinger explained that he 
had had men die in the line of 
duty, served as arbitrator in 
prison riots, presented flags to 
(continued from page 1) 
the widows of his men killed 
under his command, and had 
been in a cell block that was 
burning to the ground . ' 
· Summing things up, he said, 
'Tve had not a very calm life." 
The main points of Bensin-
. ger's platform were that drug 
use affects not only the individ-
ual, but others as well. As 
· examples, Bensinger cited tar 
accidents d1Je to drunk driving, 
and absenteeism due"to·mt1g- US€ 
in general. 
Bensinger also asserted that 
if its illegal, that's . reas_on 
enough . for us not to do it. 
''We're a country of laws, not 
individual so~rces," Bensinger 
said. 
Following Bensinger's 
speech, questions were taken 
from the audience. One question 
put to Leary was whether or not 
one shGmld take drugs and fly 
an airplane. . 
"I don't want the pilot of my 
·plane hallucinating as he comes 
into Logan Airport." Leary 
joked. Leary went on to explain 
that he didn't object to drug 
testing for pilo.ts, and that, 
simply put, "we've gotta use 
some common sense." 
Speaking to another question 
from the audience, Bensinger 
offered some statistics regarding 
ab~en_teeism. Twenq~ percent 
of employees1fccount for,etghty 
percent of company medical 
expenses. One half . of chis 
twenty percent are absent for 
drug related reasons," Bensinger 
said. 
''.It costs General Motors a 
billion dollars a year for absen-
teeism, most of it from drugs," 
Bensinger concluded. 
"Women's menstrual cramps 
account for seventy-five shril-
lion lose labor hours a year," 
Leary repied facetiously. 
Although both men were very 
well ·prepared for the debate, 
Bensinger was stumped once 
by a question from the audience. 
A man asked whether. M.g..SS.a.-~ 
chusetts residents should ab-
stain from oral sex, since' it was 
technically ill-egal in the Bay 
State. 
Bensinger became flustered 
for a moment, and then repied, 
"If it's against the law, you 
shouldn't do it. If you want fq 
change them, (the laws) change· 
chem." 
When the debate was over, 
Leary was swarmed with fans 
and well-wishers. Bensinger, 
not nearly as popular, made for 
the exit shortly after the debate 
was through. One student made 
it a point · to ,stop him and 
congratulate him for having 
done an excellent job. 
******************* 
-~ Used Cars ~ ~ 
#l in Quality, Depe~dability and Service 
Subaru DL-3850 
Automatic, powersteering, low 
miles 
1984 Ford Mustang~6150 
Automatic, AC, 14,000 miles • 




5 speed AM/FM stereo been· lower. CALL. 
1985 Chevy X -11 coupe - 4995 
· Automatic, AM/FM stereo · 
1984 C-30 Rack ·oody - 7995 . rt. 108 
Durham 
Spldg. rnpke 
rt. 16 Dover Point Road - Dover, NH 03820 










Route 1~6, Barrington, NH 
603 664-7731 
Wednesday - Saturday 





2,347 pages, thwnb indexed 
320,(XX) definitions 
19 ency~lopedic supplements 
· 3,(XX) illustrations 
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goals, O'Connell said, "I don't 
want to be nailed down to one 
issue, because it's tough to say' 
what will come up." · · 
In response to O'Connell's 
performance in the ·past, Stu- · 
dent ~ody President Warner 
Jones said, "Dennis is a sharp 
guy, he is involved with a lot , 
of activities, and has the organ- ,! 
iza_tional skills to do the job." 
Jones added, ''I'd like to see 
someone coordinate the Uni-
versity Systems Student Board 
and .the Trustees and I think 
Dennis could do it." 
Donovan, a junior Political 
Science major and a senator said 
' "I went to the University Sy;tem 
Student Board meeting last year, 
and met Vice Chancellor Gene 
S~vage. It was interest,ing and 
I liked what was going on ... being 
part of a bigger sphere." 
"I think my record as a 
student senator supports me,'' 
Donovan said. "I am very vocal 
~hen I disagree with something, 
like the Field House bill I 
thought it was wrong." ' 
He added, "I think we need 
to have a student in matters like 
the Field House funding. Right 
. now we need to go through 
President Haaland, but if we.had 
had a student's opinion op that 
committee, they would have 
known that the students did not 
want to fund the bill." 
"I think I can do the job 
because of my background, but · 
whether it is me or somebody 
else, we need it," Donovan said. 
Of Donovan, Goul,d said, 
"Larry has been involved with 
the senate for two years and very 
enthusiastic...as a student, I 
would put faith in Larry." 
Delucia, a junior Commun-' 
ications major with a Psychol-
ogy minor, said 'Tm a Commit-
tee senator, I was involved with 
Hall government at Christen-
son, I was a sports manager with 
recreational sports, and am now 
chairperson of my pledge class. • 
I feel my contacts in these areas 
gives me a well-rounded .group 
of areas to bring information · 
to the Trustees." -
"It is very important to have 
contact with the Trustees, be-
cause they need direct contact 
with the students," she said. 
"Students need to know exactly 
what's going on." 
Delucia said her goals were 
"to see students and Trustees 
working together." 
Gould said Delucia is "inter-
esting, she brings in fresh ideas, 
she's enthusiastic and commit-
ted." 
. As a write-in candidate, Sw~e-
ney, Chairp~rson of the Student 
Activity Fee Council, faces an 
uphill battle. He is a junior with 
a dual major in International 
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TRUSTEEs----------
<conrinued from page 1) 
Sweeney said, "Because of my .· people a~e involved, but they 
position with the Student Ac- don t realize the full role of the 
tivity Fee, I have worked with --- Student Trustee." 
the Trustees. I have talked with He added, "The Student Trus-
Dr. Victor Assi, a governor- tee needs to know the budget 
. appointed Trustee and Chair- process at Keene State and 
man of the Capital Funding Plymouth State. I want people 
Committee, and found that the to ~now I know what's going 
on. · 
"I want to educate people to 
what the role entails, how 
students can affect the life of 
other students on other cam-
puses, and then for them to 
make decisions," he said. 
PAGE ELEVEN 
Sweeney said, ''I am actjve in 
the Greek Society with SAE 
(Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater-
nity), I'm on the Ad Hoc Field 
Bouse Review Committee, the 
MUB Board of Governors, I've 
been an RA (Resident Assist-
ant) and have had many dealings 
with the Trustees." 
Prince Mengesha Seyoum of Ethiopia tried to explain why 
his country is a strategic geographical location to the Soviet 
Union which has 4,000 troops in occupation there. (Sadie 
G:reenway photo) 
"I think l'ni outspoken 
enough to paint a clear picture," 
Sweeney said. 
----ETHIOPI~----
<cominued ~rom page 3) 
points, said the prince. Human · 
right~, civilian rule "like you 
have in the United States " an 
autonomy of provinces, d~mo-
cra tic assemblies, and land 
reforms are but a few. Above 
all, he said, the Union stands 
Seyo~n:i · estimated that up' to 
~me million people have died 
as a result of the 13-year-old 
communist regime. He said · 
fighting is going on today in the 
field for reform and change of 
On Sweeney, Gould said, "Pat 
is new to the student senate this . 
year, he's very enthusiastic and 
Senior Dennis O' Connell is likes to be involved with things, 
one of the four candidates for he's quite energetic." 
a student tru~tee _position. 
(Mark Hamilton photo) for "freedom.'' · · 
Ethiopian society. · . 
The Ultimate 
Overseas Career-
For the extraord.inary individual 
· who wants more than a job, this is a 
· unique career - a way of life that 
will challenge your deepest resour-
ces of intelligence, self-reltance, 
and responsibility. And the work is 
important. CiA supports decision 
making on foreign policy and 
national security atthe highest ' 
levels. · 
The Task 
Forgetthe 9-to-5 routine. You 
must be adventurous, yet self-
disciplined and tough in mind and 
body. You will servethroughoutthe 
world, working with foreign 
nationals at all levels of society. 
lttakes special skills and profes-
sional discipline to produce results. 
You will need to deal with'fast-
moving, ambiguous, and unstruc-
tured situations that will test your 
resourcefulne~ to the utmost; . 
situations that demand quick think-
ing based on knowledge, expe-
rience, and "street smarts" to solve 
problems on the spot And you must 
be able to cope with supervision 
without being dependent on it 
To those who qualify, we provide 
the opponunity to succeed and 
. excel and make a real difference -
not for public applause, but for 
yourself and for our nation. 
The Profe~ional .Profile 
An overseas CIA career demands 
a special combination of capabili-
ties: Honesty. Force of personality 
and a talent for dealing with people 
and situations anywhere in the 
world. Superior intellectual ability, 
unimpeachable integrity, curiosity 
and superlative powers of observa-
tion. First-rate communjcations 
skills, including the ability to pro-
duce lucid and accurate reports. 
The drive to achieve. 
Do You Measure Up? 
If you have the skills, desire, and 
discipline, you may qualify for 
selection into our intensive entry.,, 
level leadership training program. 
Entrance salaries range from 
$23,000 to $35,000, depending on 
credentials. After training, you will 
be promoted as rapidly as your per-
formance and talent permit 
To apply, you need a Bachelor's 
. or advanced degree with a good 
academic reco.rd, interest i.n learn-
ing a foreign language, and US citi- . 
zenship. An extensive background 
security check, medical and poly-
graph exams are also required. 
Maximum age is 35. Foreign travel, 
foreign language proficiency, pre-
vious residence abroad, and mil~ 
itary service are pluses. 
To explore a career with CIA, start 
by sending a resume along with a 
thoughtful letter explaining why 
you believe you can qualify. 
Include your day and evening 
phone numbers. We will respond 
to WRITTEN inquiries only. No 
phone calls. 
We will soon be interviewing 
students at your college. If In-
terested, please contact your 
Placement Office. 
Personnel Representative 
Department S (NEWS) 
,P.O. Box 1920 
Boston, MA 02205 
The CIA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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Professor Bocialetti lectured _Tuesday on "sub.ordinates and 
leaders." (Mark Ham_ilton photo) 
Fox Run Mall, Newington, N.H. . 
- 436-1117 . 
.................................................. 
. i CONSIDERING A CAREER IN LAW? . ·: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!__,: Come speak with a UNH alumna and representative from · i Boston~~~=:::c.::::::~anymore. ! FRANKLIN PIERCE LAW CENTER . : 
_/.;, i y"7·l""'"~~Y'srl<'.)':'-✓"'\;\,--,v~ -• New HamJ!shire's Onl! L-aw School _ 
: 
,, ), .. · . . . . >'\ I . .. - . . . ··. ri T~':: . . j 
- ,. 
New EaglaMIIUsit tJ011pany 
t We are a national law ~chool with students from 32 states. ♦ 
♦We offer a p~actical education with m.uch student involvement in:. 
: clinical programs and internships. For tnore information write ♦ 
: · FPLC Admissions· Office, 2 White Street Concord NH 03301 ; 
♦ . . or call (603)228-9217 • · • 





It is time for you to have 
· your Senior portrait 
taken for the 1988·-
G.RANITE YEARBOOK. 
Sign-ups will begin the week of October 19. 
Pi~tures will begin November 2 
and will run through November 20. 
You may stop by the Granite Office, 
room 125-, MUB anytime Monday 
through Friday. 
If you have any questions, 
please contact -the Granite ·office at 86~-1599. Photos 
~ill be printed in color and. appear in the 1988 Granite. 
Working Woman As A Parent 
Laura Clauss, ARNP 
Family Nurse Practitioner 
, Communication In Relationships 
Lynn Holmes, MEd 
Mental Health Counselor 
· Talking To Kids About Sex 
Laura Clauss, ARNP 
Family Nurse Practitioner 
Discovering 'I'he Fountain Of Youih 
Dick Salmon, MD, PhD 
Family Physician 
'PLEASE ~ALL IN ADVANCE FOR ~ RESE.RVATION! 
Dick Salmon, Laura Clauss and Lynn Holmes are in-
tere;ted in promoting your good Health. In addition 
to this lecture series, we provide a full range of Health 
Care Services for the entire family, from infants to 
the eld~rly. For more information or to schedule an , 
appointment, just call our office! 
SEACAOST FAMILY PRACTICE 
ASSOCIATES 
145 Lafayette Road 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
(603) 4~3-4388 
100 High Street 
Exeter, NH 03833 
(603) 778-162() 
Affiliated with_ Healthsource New Hampshire 
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.WELC.OME 
NEW YORK Discount~d at 25% · 
BESTSELLERS p ARE NTS. 
The University of New Hampshir_e 
Bookstore - · 
Store Hours· Mon-Thur 8:30-:-6 
Fri 8:30-5 ·Sat 10-4 . 
• UNH Glassware 
·• UNH Adult & Chil'drens .,.Clothi.ng 
• Large _Selection of Ge·neral Books 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO ORDER 
YOUR ·cLASS RING·S 
Come see our selection of 
JI R T(A lsYtQ 
FOR_ Y-OUR·_ CONVENIENCE .THE 
BOOKSTORE WlLL BE OPEN. 
SAT, OCT.24th·_from 9-5. -< 
-----:---•---
. U N I V E R S I, T .y ,· 
1l1e function of educa-
tion is . .. to teach one 
_to think intensively and 
to think critically. But 
education which stops 
witb effici~acy may 
prove the greatest men-
ace to society. The m?st 
dangerous criminal may 
be the man gifted with 
reason, but no morals. 
0 'F N E W 
I~,•:·••.>•,::... U,-0' 
THlr FAR SIDE·· _ ·. By GARY _LARSON . 
········· ················· ··· ···· ·················· 
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"Well, here we go, another exciting evening at the 
Murdocks, all of us sitting arou.nd-going, 'Hello, 
- my name is so-and-so . ... What's your name? ... I 
wanna cracker? Hello, my name is _so-and-so .. 
}f A M P S H R E 
A_Key to Excellence 
·These events are free and . 
open to the public. 
Interpreted for the deaf. ' 
To , arrange for ■ 
access, call Wendy at 
.862-2607. 
DrMaryFr~cis B~rcy-
We must remember that 
intelligence is not 
enoii~. Intelligence 
plus character-that is . 
the goal of true educa-
tion. The complete ed~-
<;ati,on gives one not 
only power of c~ncen-
tration, but worthy ob-
!ectives upon which to _ 
conc~ntrate. The broad 
education will, there-
fore, transmit to one not 
only the accumulated 
know.ledge ... but alSb 
the accumulated experi-
-Julian Bond MayaAngelou 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
Friday, October 30, 1987 
Jqhnson Theater 
. ence of social living. 
KEYNOTE ADIJRESS 
Wednesday, owi,er 28, .1987 
J<>hns<>n Theater 
8:00P.M. 
Julian Bond, civil riglJ,ts leader and for-· 
mer Georgia state senator · 
"AN EVENING WITH MAYA ANGELOU" 
Thursday, .; October 29, 1987 
Johnson Theater 
8:00 P.M . 
Maya Angelou, poet, writer; actress, and 
auithor of / Know Wpy the Caged Bird,. , 
Sings 
·11:00 A.M. , 
Dr. Mary Francis .Berry, professor of 
histo1Y and law, and a senior fellm:1,· in 
The h~stitrne for the Study of Educational 
Policy at Howard University, and member. 





Wednesday, October 28th. That 1s the 
date of the student trustee election: 
"So what?" you might say. "All these 
elections, councils, trustees, committees, 
votes and caucuses. Who can keep it aU 
for the rest of this academic year, and 'then 
next year assume full responsibility and 
voting rights as a member of the Hoard 
of Trustees. 
vexations of students), it 1s imperative to-· 
have students represented on·~rhe Board 
of Trustees. 
So what? So how can students get 
involved in such an 1mportant decision? 
straight?" · · 
The student elected by the UNH campus 
will be appointed to a committee by the 
chairperson of the Board. That committee 
appointment most probablly will be to t_he 
A~ademic, Faculty, anq. Student Affairs 
Committee, which in the last year was 
formed by the consolidation . of three 
seper--ate committees. The student can let 
his or her ·preferences for a .different or 
Firstly, find out about the candidates. 
Not many can-or care to. It takes a very 
highly motiva~ed or extremely bored person 
to sift throught all the political mumbo-
jumbo. However to have str,ong repres-
entation of the students' interests we must 
try to understand what the student trustee 
election is, irnd why it is important. 
Look for them to be campaigning around 
campus, advertising in the paper, and taping 
.up posters. But do not vote for the name 
· you 'just happen to see the most - that fust 
means the candidate can wallpaper the 
campus with posters or buy lots of classified 
ads. · 
There are four students who have thrown 
their hats into the ring for a position on 
the University System of New Hampshire 
Board of Trustees. Three students names 
are -on the ballot (alphabetically): Lawrence 
Donovan (student senator), Elizabeth 
Delucia (student senator), and Dennis __ 
O'Connell (speaker of the student senate). 
The ·fourth candidate, Patrick Sweeney 
(SAFC chairpers<?n), is campaignio.g for 
· more than one committee appointment 
can be -known, but the Board chairperson 
has the final decision. 
Firid out how the candidates stand, their 
experience and qualifications. Find out how 
· these people plan to represent you and all 
the thousands of students at PSC and KSC. 
a write-in vote. ___ _ 
However the final decision of which 
student will sit on that Board, representing . 
UNH, PSC and kSC, is up to us. It is a charge 
we should not take lightly, for several 
reasons. 
All of the candidates are senators or .on 
: cou·ncils that meet with the Student Senate. 
Thev can be. reached throue:ht the Student 
Senate or SAFC office. Find out ·if they plan 
to come to talk to your group, dQrm,, or· greek 
house. · 
l'I~ -The four candidates are running for a 
•student trustee position created under the 
administration of Govenor Meldrim Thom-
son in the mid-70's. This spot is filled each 
Firstly, the position is open to a UNH 
student only once every three years. We, 
don't have any control over who is elected 
when the ball is in the PSC or KSC courts. 
Secondly, the student position is on one, 
if not the most:powerful organizations to 
affect student lives. The Board of Trustees 
controls the purse strings of the entire 
System and effects a wide range of policy 
· You may want to go to the Student Senate . 
meeting, which as aiways is open · to 
students, this Sunday at 6:00 p.m. 10 _ 
McConnell. 
decisions. . 
' year on a rotating basis by a student elected 
from either Plymouth State <:_ollege, Keene 
State College or the University of New 
Hampshire. This year is UNH' s turn to 
prck a studert who will intern with present 
student. trustee from PSC, Robert Holt, 
Also, when big issues come up, (usually 
the ones inyolving huge doll at figures are 
the ones which r'aise the attention and 
Know what .issues concern you, which 
candidate you want to represent you on 
the Board of Trustees? aoq. finaJlJi VQTE. · 
Wednesday, October 28th_. That is the 
date of the student trustee election. 
Forutn 
To the Editor: ... 
In response to Ric Dube's slanq- ' 
erous sentiments to G. Thomas 
Aley's Forum article pertaining to 
the 1987 tailgating policies, we. 
found it patieularly harsh. Not only 
did we concur with Mr. Aley's points 
brought forth in this article, we felt 
it was extremely well written. 
Dube's comparison of the New 
Hampshire Forum page and that 
of Penthouse Magazine lead one 
to believe that· Dube's opinions are 
formulated in such bathroom, liter-
ature. 
Dube represents the main 
stream, follow the leader, pick a 
number and wait in line mentality 
that is destructive to a cr:itically 
thinking, independent student body. 
If we, as students, consistently 
accept new rules we feel unfair, then 
what are we to stand for? Maybe 
Mr. Dubt would enjoy writing for 
a newspaper behind the iron cur-
tain, because it is there that "things 
happen" without anybody's point 
of view being heard. 
As for the tailgating festivities 
becoming a "friggin' G.I.Joe party," 
this an'alogy . was accurate. The 
presence of the police was strongly 
felt, and their strong arm tactics -
could not, althougn mey seemmgly 
tried, spoil such a festive day. 
We, as students of the University 
of New Hampshire respect the 
Foru·m page for what it is and not 
what the infamous Ric Dube thinks 





To the Editor 
I ~as disgusted with the recent 
ar~icle about Intoxication by Sabra 
Clarke. I wasn't as much upset about 
the new information on John 1• 
Deanna but on the regurgitated 
garbage that keeps coming up in 
yottr paper. The information on last 
Februarys drinking incident at. · 
Theta Chi has been in the paper 
three times this semester. I feel this 
is a bit over done. 
Not only this but some of these 
facts that Sabra Clarke used in her 
article are untrue. Neither of the 
two involved were in intensive care 
for two days or playing "a drinking 
game." Also the part about being 
seated at a table ~nd receiving marks 
on the head andlbody for each shot 
they drank in -also unt~ue. 
I feel Sabra Clarke should spe~d 
a little more time on recent hap-
penings than on old, already been 
reported on news. And if she is 
going to report on old news, she 
could at least get it righi:. 
Sincerely, 
Michael W. S_mith 
Write-in 
To the editor: 
I fed that Patrick Sweeney is the 
choice for the soon available student 
trustee position to be filled next 
Wednesday. I have observed Swee-
ney's tact and skill in SAFC meet~ 
ings and am very impressed with 
. his professionalism and outspoke-
ness. 
However, due to circumstances 
beyond his control, Patrick had the 
misfortune of not being informed 
of the deadline to appear on the 
ballot. Thus in order to appear on 
the ballot he must run as a write 
in. This slight inconvenience should 
not keep a truly.fine candidate from 
taking office. 
Therefore, I urge yoting students 
to take the time to write in Swee-
ney's name next Wednesday. By 
doing this they will give Sweeney 
a chance to fill a position he is · 
extremely well qualified for. · 
George Gavutis 
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The UNH Gym, a sensitive soul 
feeling 'abandoned," uprooted itself 
and walked to the c:orner of Madbury Road 
and Main Street; it then 
exposed its plumbing and _ 
demanded-to be serviced. 
A wakened from his tenured slumber 
President Haaland boldly called for more 
study, then nodded off. 
'.The student .body, w~ile refusing 
the bill, expressed grave ~oncern 
sinc:e the Durham Police had summonded 
Smittys Towing. But it was Thursday, 
\ 
you know, the weekend and local 
issues could wait while we 
par-tay . . 
Representative Scamman, when informed 
da'.im~~ he ': w_as upinf:qrmed, bur 
~oul,d be\ villing\ o place -;~· 
1
-' ·_·· 
a toll booth on 
the 108 bridge: 
. ,AMr. ~hesney-, seiz_ing the 
initiative in an attempt co influence 
student votes for the town council, 
stated that perhaps the town 
should be taxed for the funds, 
-This c~~sed a riot be.tw~en 
homeless j_ocks a_nd 
republican slumlords. 
_ Sooooo, while the stagnant great, 
debate, the gym, 
orphaned and forlorn 
stands on the corne_r, 
looking for love. 
Snatched from todays headlines, this poem 
is so very now its not even here yet. 
Combining numerous local issues and a 
sexually deviant gym seems absurd but not 
so much so when· compared with the cast · 
of cha~ac_ters. · 
Jack Kelley is a sophomore English" major 
Forum pieces do 
not necessarily 
reflect the .views 
of The New Hampshire 
staff 
WOR~ ... f"ttE · 
EcoNoM'/ IS Sf'\\,\,SOutll)#" . . 
. . 
Bork and the myth of · 
public opinion 
_By John F._ Fitzgera_ld 
Bork and the Myth of Public confirmation has produced 
Opinion · much more of the latter and 
This is, no doubt, old news: the1c i:; :1 rPason for ii. 'Ind(:!ed, 
Judge Bork has been defeated. one feels as if he ha<l been 
But what isn't clear is how ·or . magically transported b<\ck to 
why. B9rk's 'supporters com- the late 18th century of roman-
plain that he was defeated by ticism where every mundane 
a -pighly organized and well- and common experience wa~ 
i . '~financed campaign: "On the'' · couched in extr_aordiria~y 
oth_er hand, Bork's detranors ' phrases and every action far 
contend that public pressure reaching consequences. 
over his record led to the defeat There has been plenty of · 
of this nominee. Indeed, Bork's . · inflamed rhetoric on both s.ides 
detractors in the Senate point of this debate. Reagan's camp- . 
to public opinion polls, which claimed that Bork was a mod-
show a ."ground swell" of anti-· erate and that his presence on · 
Bork opinion, and state with the Court would not change it's 
feigned reluctance, "How can present ideological composition. 
we vote against out contitu- " The first claim does not do 
ems?" Reagan's favorite wea- justice to either Judge Bork'{ 
pon, public opinion, has been · record as a legal scholar or jurist. 
'taken up by hi-s opponents and If Judge Bork is the legal scholar 
used with remarkable success. thar: they-claim he is, and I think 
It is implied by these. observa- he is, then one can't help but 
tions that the issue may not be postulate that-the Court will 
Bork's record, but rather how move in his direction philoso-
th€ public came to their conclu- phically. The second is equally 
sions about Bork and why. without merit for he would not 
Public opinion campaigns are have been nominated if this 
initiated to persuade and in- were believed to be_true. But the 
form. The organization or per.: other side of this debate is more · 
son seeking to persuade the noteworthy simply because they 
public has an interest-in the were successful. 
outcome. It is assumed by that We have all heard the now 
organization or person that the famous prognostication of Se-
public do~sn't know or it knows nator Ken·nedy on qur bleak 
incompletely about their issue. : future with Bork on 'the Su-
(Obviously, if the public knew preme Court. It would be, in the 
about the issue and had formed - words of Sen. Kennedy, a future 
an o.pini0n of it, then there of "back-all~y abortions, random 
would be little, if any, need for searches and seizures, and in-
the campaign.) We must also vasions into the privacy of 
remember that public opinion consenting adults." We ~it-
campaigns are considered to be nessed the posturing of Sen. 
fruitful undertakings or they Biden when he said, "This 
would never be initiated in the nomination will not pass 
first place. These c~mments through my committee .... " 
compel us to consider our next These comments were inanifes-
poin t: why do they seek to cations of a crusade did not have 
persuade us? _ as its object blocking the con-
An equally imponant consid- firmation of Judge Bo.tk, but 
eration is the mode or modes rather it sought to derail Ptes-
of argument employed in this · ident Reagan's "conservative" 
attempt to persuade.There are · agenda. And this last point is ' 
generally two modes of political particularly important; that is,, 
debate: an argument to reason the anti-Bork crusade had little 
and one to the passions. One to do with the man's record. 
is funded upon logic and fact However, it must be added that 
and the latter upon hyperbole some .oppos~d-him on prin-
and inflamed rhetoric. It is an cipled grounds and I respect 
unfortunate truth that the re- their opinions. 
cent debate over Bork '. s Bork'.s nomination was de-
f~a:red in th·e ·Senate by the ... 
defection of southern conser-
vative · Democrats. Southern 
Senators were convinced by 
their consituents that their 
constituents had been persuaded 
by the "scare tactics" of the anti-
Bork lobby .. Blacks and women 
had Been convinced that · Bork 
would 'e-rode· their hard ·won 
rights of the past twenty-five 
years. But the word "convinced" · 
should not be taken literally. 
It does not mean to believe "by 
argument and evidence." Few 
of us have actually read his. 
opinions or bo,chered to listen 
to the hearings for any reaso-
nl;lble length of time. I. ask~d a 
young woman who was wearing 
a "Stop Bork" button why sl-ie 
was against his nomination and 
she said, "Well, l'm not sure." 
Amused I inquired, "Why are 
you wearing that button?" and 
she replied in huffed tones that, 
"·Well, ... hmmm ... Well, there 
must be something wrong with . 
him, everyone else is against 
him." This, heresay and some-
one else's opinion, is what 
defeated Bork. 
Ortega y .Gasset argued that 
to surrender to prevailing prej-
udices without reflection was 
"the eternal ideal of the weak, 
,whose preoccupation is to do 
~hat everyone. else is doing." 
, Many have argued that we-do 
not have the time to think about 
all of these issues, but without 
thinking can you actually know 
anything about them? However, 
one may have an opinion with-
out thought, but opinion is only 
a belief or conclusion held 
without substantiation or proof. 
If we elec·t representatives -to 
handle these issues for us, then 
.they should not be permitted 
to refra·in, "Our constituents 
m-ade us to it," It is the role of 
our representatives to help form 
pub.Jicopini9n since they. have . · 
committed themselves .to un-
derstanding these issues and 
serving the public interest. It 
is a myt~ that public opinion 
is found, not formed. 
John F. Fitzgerald is 
a graduate student 
fo. . 
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Use your Tweeter Charge Card to· buy any .· ( . 
·. stereo or video component 'fight now and don't 
· make your first payment until .January, 1988!* 
Home stereos. Portable stereos. Car stereos. TV monitors. VCRs. Home 
entertai-nment furnit'2, ··e. Videotape. Buy anything we sell_ usi_ng 
· your Tweeter Charge Card and you won't have to make your 
·first payment for 90 days - not 'til January of '88! · 
· Pon't worry. You won't find artificially high prices. In fact, we're 
offering weekly super-specials on car stereo components all 
. me>nth long. And, as usuar, everything we sell is covered by our 
30-day best-price guarantee. 
"What if I don't have a Tweeter Charge Card-?" 
Apply for one! It's simple, fast and painless. But hurry~ if you 
want to -delay your payme11ts until next year, you hav~ tp make.1 ?· 
your purchase before·November 1st! · · · · 
One-Week Yamaha Car Stereo. Super-Specials! { Good 'Til No'tf. 1 sil) 
-- - ... • ' - • -:I ·~ ' -~ •• 
Yamaha 6x9-lnch car Speakers. 2-way design. Door or rear-deck 
mountin<t High power capability. Weatherproof. (YCS-692). 
· ·-- - - -· .. .. .-~"";" -
Yamaha 5-lnch car 
· Speakers. 2.~way design .. 
can be mounted in doors or -rear deck. 
Waterproof and weatherproof. (YCS-501 ). 
Yamaha car Pow~r Amp with full proteqion $ 
circuitry, 20 watts pe( channel, gold plated · 9 9 · 
inputs, 1bw distortion. (YPA-200} . 
1 
_ -4 
Yamaha car Power Amp. 18 watts per channel, $ 6 9 
gold plated inputs, ver; :ow distortion. (YPA-100) - . -
. Delayed Payment Offer Ends November 1st, 1987. YAMAHA· 
-E l3 ., .- . - - •:•:-:-:❖.-. • J•···.·· : · :::::• :- ·,::::::-. 
:::\ fj\;::-::-:--.·. ::·: ·•::::: 
-t:.tMeA . J 11le r lV'" ~eiJW' 
No t respo.ns,ble for l),p<)Sraph,cal err=. 
• Fo; qua11t,ea customers us,n3 the Tweeter Char9e Card. 
, i~_ . ! I ".-:o.::s-: 
~ --1}• , .. ' 
NASHUA 
520 Amherst Street 880-7300 
- SOUTH NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mall 888-7900 
.Yamaha car CD Player/Tl.jher. 
Uses Yamaha's CD Cartridge S~tem 
· (with 5 cartridges). High, perform-.· 
ance tuner. Now that you 
have all those CDs. - why 
not take 'em with you? 
Fantastic machine. 
- (YCDT-1000). 
· Yamaha cassette f.lecetver 
with advanced tape 
transport, sensitive 
digital tuner, seek. 
tuning. (YCR-10) ·s1,., . 
NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
Mall c,f New Hampshire 627-4600 
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RumplesiiltskiiJ 
. ' ~· . . . . ~ . '-· 
By Deb Mor.ton 
The energy ge9-erated by the 
hot white ''liglifs, the intense 
Qeating rhythm and the pulsat-
ing agitation of bodies, pro-
pelled the lead vocalist/ guitarist -
into a knee-level glide across 
the dance floor. 
This drive arid enthusiasm 
characterizes all three members 
of the local band Rumplestilts-
kin .. 
· Ray Mancison (lead vocals, 
guitar), Evan Cantor (bass, 
vocals), and Bob Burns (percus-
sion, vocals) ble{\d their · talents 
to create the sounds of rock, jazz, 
and rhythm.and blues. · 
Mancison, Cantor and Burns 
were each musically active 
t_hroughout their childhoods . • 
The trio formed just short of 
a yea:r ago during their junior 
year here, at UNH. 
They started out "begging for 
jobs", although itwas more of 
a_leisure activity than a job a-t 
that point. "We asked, to play 
( at fraternity parties) for a little 
while, but we usually had to stop 
once it got crowded," Mancison 
said with a note of disappoint-
ment. Mancison and Burns are 
both fraternity brothers, which 
g~ve them the opportunity to 
~'try out things" in front.-0.f a 
comfortable crowd. "If it wasn't 
for the fraternity parties we 
~ouldn't be a band," Mancison . 
a~ded. 
In the spring of 1987, the 
"I think three-piece bands are 
easier for the audience to attend 
to,";_Mancison e~plains. How-
ev¢'r; Mancison .admits, "Every 
band · .who hasn't made it, is 
always looking." 
Rumplestiltskin chooses thei~ 
material based on what "goes · 
over well with. the crowd," 
according to Burn: Mancison 
agrees, "You have to please the 
crowd." They all agree, if a band • 
does not honor the peoples 
requ~sts·, the people will go 
elsewhere to hear those songs. 
The. band's material consists 
mainly of cover sets, although 
· it's al! done in their own style. 
"We·· never try to copy a sohg 
note to note," . Cantor explains. 
The R~mplestiltskin song list 
includes music by such artists 
as Lynyrd Skynyrd, The Beatles 
· and Bon Jovi, to name a few. 
Although this list contains 
mostly rock; they play some jazz 
and blues .when they feel they 
"can get away with it.'~ Mancison 
believes, "It's not -the equip-
ment or the mater'ial, it's the 
attitude that makes the band." 
And attitude it is. "You have 
· to send out all _the energy you 
can generate to get them ( the 
crowd) on the.da'i1ee floor ... then 
seeing 200 or so people on the 
floor, they send the energy back 
and carry us through the rest 
of the set," Ma11cison says. 
Th~y _ become pair of the 
band literally "walked into" c~owd as they entertain. "I feel 
their first outdoor gig at the 1ike I'm right next to the guy 
University of Rhode Island's at the ha~ who just ordered a 
Springfest, which they identify Budweiser, saying "Hey, get me . 
with as their turning point: one!'," Mancison describes. 
Suddenly their musical hobbies Both Burns. and Cantor feel 
transformed into a musical • Mancison's a~itics such as doing 
career. Rumplestiltskin hookeq "The Worm" with the crowd, 
up with a manager and an agent sitting' down at tables with 
and began rocking clubs in people during sets, and playing 
Massach~setts, Maine and· Ver- his guitar behind his back, serve 
mont. well as attention-getters. "It gets . 
The tree-piece spent the the crowd into it more," Burns 
summer together catalyzing says. Cantor chided, "One time 
their talents as well as their we made the m.istake of putting 
personalities. "Tightness is the Ray OJ). a wireless system." 
most important thi~g for a One question remains . Why 
band," Mancison believes. Can- the name Rumplestiltskin? Ac- · 
tor felt living together facili- cording to Cantor "No concrete 
rated practices, as well. "One • image goes along with the 
night Ray woke me·up at one · name ... people ·have a vague 
in the morning , shaking me picture of what.Rumplestiltskin 
saying, 'come on, fve got_a new looks' lik<=,'.' which allows the 
song!'," Cantor recalls. bahd to create their own image. 
A tremendous respect is wov- Besides, according t~ the fair-
en into Rumplestiltskin's' tight- ytale; "it's the last na-tne you'll 
ness. · They each agree one ever think of." 
cannot exist without the other. Rumplestiltskin ambitiously 
Mancison arranges their mate- continues their climb to the wp 
rial, Burns takes care of the while finishing up school. They 
entire percuss.ion department will b~ appearing at "The Dane-
and Cantor works the equip- ·ing Red Whale" in 'White River 
ment, . Junction Vermont, October 
. Rumplestiltskin are .satisfied 22,23, and 24. Next Friday _and 
existing as a three-piece,. al:.. . Saturday, October30 and 31 they 
though th~ possibility of adding . wiH be at "McMinos" in Haver-
members has not been ruled out. .,em, Massachusettes: 
NeWArt GiJJJery Show 
/James Charlton's I Gave the Boy the Knive and~Took-J;ssica is featured in Faculty Review at the 
University Art Galleries from October 24-December 12. The gallery is open Monday through 
We_dnesday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; and Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
By Kristen W aelde 
Step into the University Art 
Galleries between October 24th 
and December 12th, and step 
into another world as you ex-
plore an utterly. intriguing ap-
proach to art . This exhibit 
presents a wide arr'ay of the 
visual arts (painting, drawing, 
sculpture, and photography) 
in their most interesting forms: 
This display of oustanding 
artistic creativity is the work 
of five members of the tJ niver-
si ty of New hampshi·re's art 
department. 
Venture forth to participate 
in the creations of James Charl-
ton . Charlton's enrapturing 
collection of technology orient-
ed art sculpture will prove to 
be mind stimulating and visually 
enthralling. Charlton began 
working at the University this 
past fall and this year alone, his 
work has been exhibit~d in 
seven shows·. 
Expose yours~lf. to the int,ri- · · 
care, true-to-life drawings of his pieces in' shows across the . 
Arthur Balderacchi. Balderac- nation. 
chi'.s portrayal of detailed coastal Lastly, but certainly not least, 
scenes and landscape-s of the come and observe the presen- . 
English countryside are a display ration of photography by Robert 
of pencil perfection. As associate S e n n h a u s e r a n d K 1 a u s 
professor of the arts, his work Schnitze,r. Sennhauser and 
has been shown in exhibits Schnitzer .commun'icate con-
along the east coast. cepts of reality through their 
Prepare yourself to stare in Ellis Island Series and other 
wonder at the sculptures of pi~eces as well. The work is a 
William Brayton. Brayton com- combination of visual and verbal 
bines wood, concrete, steel, and expression, its content meant 
various other materials and · to stimulate cognition. 
transforms ,them into a piece Sennhauser is. assistant pro-
at which one can gaze in awe. fessor of the arts ,,and is noted 
His work has been found at for having received a Nati~nal 
exhibits across the nation. · Endowment of the _Arts pho-
Craig Hood presents an ab- tographic fellowship and a 
stract apprnach to still-life Ford Foundation faculty grant. 
scenes is a soothing- collection · · This amazing collaboration 
of paintings and, through his of the UNH faculty should not 
graphite skethes, he creates a. be missed. Vistit the University 
moo~ of complacency among Galleries at the times printed -
his viewers. Hood teaches paint- below the photo which accom.: 
. ing at UNH and has display~d panies this article. 
Max ·Creek will appear tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Mub Pub. Tickets are _$5 for students 
_ ~ith I.D.s and $7 for the general public. 
•• I 
1!\ 
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.Mellencamp- Lacks ·cucumbers 
John Mellencamp 
The Lonesome Jubilee 
Mercury Records 
By Ric Dube 
John Cougar Mellencamp 
makes records the way Bruce 
Springsteen used to. That's why 
people like him. Actually, that's 
not exactly fair, because people 
liked even back when he was 
making th~ records the way Bob 
SeJ;1:er used to. The bottom line 
is that Mellencamp is good at 
what he does but it can be hard 
to credit him with. any origiQal-
ity. 
The Lonesome Jubilee is a 
showcase . for the American 
Dream destroyed; a stage for 
the desperate, a soapbox for the 
outspoken. Mellencamp shows 
a bleak picture- of his huddled 
masses yearning to be breath 
free, but there's a problem. The 
picture isn't an interesting 
painting, it's nothing more then 
a battered black and white 
photograph. 
Mellencamp's characters do 
nothing but bitch and moan 
· in a style Springsteen exhaust-
ed on. his 1983 to1k tlop N ebras-_ 
ka. Side two's "Empty-Hands"' 
4espondently croons: "Walked 
home one winter morn-
ing/ Wirh my life savings in my 
hand/ Mayanne she's fixin' up 
some breakfast/Got fhe lights 
on on the Christmas Tree." 
The record i~ often ann~ying . 
to1istefl-t-&.-Littered with rolling 
s purrs of accordian, the sound 
quickly becomes abrasive, and 
begins to sound the same on 
every song. Used wisely, it could 
have been quite pleasartt, but 
instead tt IS JUSt too much of · 
a _good thing. Mellencamp's 
band is fine here, but Los "La 
Bamba" Lobos, they are not. 
The main problem with an 
album like this i-s that unless 
it's done with tact and tasteful-
lness (i.e. Springsteen's Dar- · 
knfss On the Edge Of Town), 
the songs .as a. whole become 
exhausting""and boring to hear. 
The ultimate result :s that with 
repeated ext- )Sur"' to these 
characters and s itnations~ the 
whole thing oecomes funny. 
"Hard Time, For The Honest 
Man" declare:., "Oh yes/ It's hard 
times/For an honest man/Very 
very very hard times / Hard 
. times for and honest man/ Very 
very very hard times." Honestly. 
Sometimes, Mellencamp 
doesn't have to sing about hard 
times and tough lives to be 
uproariously funny. The album 
closes with "Rooty Toot Toot," 
a celebration of simple plea-
sures, which opens: "Got my 
hands on a little .bit of dough/ So 
I went to the grocery store/ and 
1 got some steaks to go/ Went 
by and picked up my gal Teddi 
Jo/ We had ourselves a pie-
. nic/Beside a dirt road." 
If this is a concept alb1.1i.m, the 
concept is a tired' cliche. Mel-
lencamp is stuck in a songwriting 
rut and is simply spinnin' his 
_ Chevy's tires in snow full o' cow 
manure. This is basically the 
same album as his last, except 
Scarecrow had a raw quality to 
it that make it comfortably 
tolerable. The Lonesome Jubilee 
can be downright headache 
inducing. Don Gehman 
(R.E.M.) turned out his usual 
production work here, plus the 
accordian and hammer dulci-
mer, but it just doesn't work out. 
Fans will probably enjoy The 
Lonesome Jubilee. But those of 
us who've been but mere ob-
servers of Mellencamps will 
only note that in the eight years 
since Nothing Matters and 
What If It Did was released, that 
it still doesn't. 
· Profile Records 
By Arthur Lizie , 
Some records are hard to · 
figure out. Does the band really 
mean to say what they seem to 
say? Are they joking? Do they 
actually take themselves serious-
ly? Do they get paid for what 
they do? Why does the record 
· even exist? These are just some 
of the questions which can come 
up within the course of listening 
to a record or a group for the 
· first time. 
Take The Cucumbers new self 
titled disc for 'example. Al-
though it: has all the trappings 
of being a legitimite rock record, 
some signs point to it as a 
novelty disc. Firstly, singer 
Deena Shoshkes' vocals are 
highly comical in their monot-
onously likeable style. Secondly,,'. 
the band doesn't seem to take 
themselves or their craft too · 
seriously with songs like "My 
Boyfriend" and "Don't Drop 
- --- - --- ----------'------------- - --------'-----; The Baby." Thirdly, some of t
he . 
Dudef A Primer 
music ,is just silly. "Birds" 
contains bird sounds an.9 gim-
micky goofy synthesizer sounds. 





By Arthur Lizie 
Soundtracks are such an odd 
animal. Usually they are a 
collection of tracks irrelevantly 
slapped together to make a few 
bucks off a successful movie. 
They usually serve no useful · 
as a frisbee. 
purpose unless one happens to Of course;-if you have enough 
be the collector of a group's frisbees (frisbi?) already, you 
_ Ultimately, it is this playful 
unknowing.ness which makes 
· records and you just have to have could always use the disc as a 
that fifty-second version of a primer on previously unheard Two covers of well known 
song just because it was included bands. This is the best use for songs also highlight the record. 
as filler on a soundtrack. Usuailly the Dudes soundtrack. Although David Lee Roth's guitarist Steve 
the best use for a soundtrac~ is - the movie, dirceted by Penelope Vai offers up a rather boring · 
THE i.lHG!NH MOTION PltTU!lt SOUNO'fUCK HRUM 
Spheeris (Suburbia, Decline Of version of the old party tune 
Western Civ'ilization), probably "Amazing Grace,''' and Meg-
won't be widely enough distrib- adeth have re -recorded their 
uted to help sell the soundtrack, version of Nancy Sinatra's 
the soundtrack could help sell 1 "These Boots Were Made For 
the movie. Walking;" but fail to measure 
About half of the disc's eleven . up to 7 Seconds' version of a few 
tracks warrant any further dis- years back 
cussion or searching of the A few of the other tracks are 
group's material. Keel, with the good, but ~ut .of place with all 
record's first single "Rock 'N' of these metal dudes. Good 
Roll Outlaw," W.A.S.P., Simon rhythm and blues and pure rock 
Steele and The Claw, and Jane's · tunes are turned in by the Little 
Addictions, the latter two mere- Kings, with "Lost Highway" 
ly Judas Priest imitators·, are all (produced by Charlie Sexton), 
typical and avoidable and do not Charles Bernstein and Co., with 
fall into the elaboration cate- "Dudes Showdown," and Legal 
gory. One million other bands Weapon with "Time Forgot 
sound just like these guys do i.,e. You." They' re good, but out of 
they just don't matter. . place. ' 
A fair portion of the material Most people ·probably won't 
here is worthwhile. The best end up seeing Dudes at the 
songs here are The Vandals' movie theater, but at least they 
"Urban Struggle," a heady, can take a listen to the music 
mean idiosyncratic rock tune of it on this fun and semi-
with a bite, and The Leather diversified collection. As far 
Nun's "Jesus Came Driving as soundtq.cks go, it's one of 
Along," a sinister driving the better ones available in some 
number. time. 
The Cucumbers an enjoyable · 
record. The band, vocalist Deena 
Shoshkes, guitarist Jon Fried, 
drummer Yuergen Renner, and 
bassist John Williams, comes 
across as being just to the left 
of Missing Persons is · the pe-
culiarity category, not to say that 
anything but the vocals sound 
even remotely sirpilar. Most of 
the mu~ic is quite reminiscent 
of the old time rock and ·roll 
done in the eighties by groups 
such as The Romantics. It has 
a bit of a beat covered up by 
some pop and polish. · 
The only m~jor complaint is 
th'at tfie·band never h'rt~aks loose. 
Alt.hough they come close on 
numbers such as "One Step 
Further," they n·ever let them-
selves get down and dirty and 
really rock. If they rocked out -
a bit more, they'd probably 
sound like a lot of other bands, · 
so maybe it's better that they 
don't. 
In conclusion, there isn't a 
whole lot to say about this record 
except that it's quirky and fun. 
While The Cucumbers most 
likely won't get a lot of airplay, 
it's worth searching out, if only 
to give an attempt to figure the 
band out yourself. Who says rock 
isn't fun ;inymore.? 
The Sicilian, starring Chris-
~opher Lambert (pictured here), 
IS but one of the movies that will 
· soon be reviewed here in the 
-pages of the New Hampshire. 
(David James photo) 
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R.EM. Looks Towards The Apocalypse 
R.E.M. in concert with 
10,000 Maniacs 




By Arthur Lizie 
Tuesday morning, the head-
line on The Boston Globe read: 
"The bottom falls out on Wall 
Street: Dow in worst-ever dive 
-508 points." If there was ever 
a time for people · to start 
' worrying about the future of the 
world, this was it. The last time 
something like this happ~ned; 
it took many jobs, lives, -and 
years before the country re~_o-
vered. Chicken Little no longer 
seemed to be ,crying wolf, it 
i actually seem~d as if the end may 
" be here. · 
Monday hight, the most re- · 
warding song performed by 
R.E.M. in their performance in 
Providence.was "The End Of 
The World 'As ,We Know It 
(And I Feel Fine)." It was not 
only orie of th·e few songs on 
which the group· broke loose, 
but as evidenced by the next 
morning's headlines, it was also 
quite topical. If the world is. 
falling apart, at least R.E.M. -is 
going to have a good time. 
· A good time is what the crowd 
of 2000-plus who jammed into 
this way off-Broadway theater · 
in the heart of Providence's 
downtown maze of one -way 
streets received. Although re-
ports from the previous night's 
\Worcester Centrum show re-
ported the band to be rather 
--inadequate in the trappings of 
. a hockey arena, this small venue 
found the band at ease and 
actually pei sonable: Anyone .· 
attending last year's show here 









• , .c ·., 
,c ,. 
~npersonable the band can 
become when provoked. 
At this -show, the b.and 
seemed much more human than 
they did at last year's UNH 
show. Lead vocalist Michael 
Stipe has dropped the foolish 
top hat of .the last tour and 
seems to be a little bit more 
secure with success. Peter Buck, 
although still very limited in 
his contribution to the band 
aside from some jumps and 
swirls and ·a repetitive rhythm 
guitar, wasn't as much of a rock 
star as he has been prone to be 
lately. Bassist Mike Mills, the 
most likeable member of the 
band, once again held down the 
sound with his playful bass and 
enjoyable background vocals . 
Bill Berry played drums and had 
a lot of hair. Also on stage were 
an occasional rhythm guitarist 
and a cornucopia of video fun, 
usually the same old shots of 
the band in the field around 
' Athens, GA 
The band's biggest problems 
/ were t'wo fold: bad sound and 
poor song selection. On the first 
point, throughout the night, 
Stipe often could not be heard, 
especially annoying on the 
otherwise intense "Auctioneer 
(Another Engine)," while the 
instruments of bassist Mike 
1-1ills and guitari~t Peter Buck 
repeatedly emitted some of the 
most ungodly sounds. It's hard 
to enjoy a show if you have to 
struggle to understand what is 
going on. . _. . 
On the second point, the band 
dis played rather poor judge-
. ment in song selection. The 
majority of the material was 
culled from their latest record 
'Docurr{e~t. Although the disc 
is at best a mixed affair, it's 
understandable and excusable 
.c .C .c ., 
,. ,c ,. ,c 
that they played most of it 
considering that it's the reason 
tha-t they're on the road . Not 
excusable is the fact that only 
two pre-R_econstruction of The 
Fablej/of The Reconstruction-
were performed, "Moral Kiosk," 
and ~"Sitting Still," both from 
the debut LP Murmur. No 
material from the group's best 
disc, Reckoning, was even at-· 
tempted. 
The show began slowly with 
- a mix of new material and 
singles from_ the last few discs 
including the opener "Finest 
Worksong," the jumpy "Ex-
huming McCarthy," and a mud-
dy "Feeling Gravity's Pull." It 
did not pick up until half way 
thrqugh when Mills ' took over 
the reins and performed a fun, 
uptempo version of "Super-
man." Unfortunately, after this 
peak, the band next ran into the 
problems with "Aucti~neer" to 
take the power out of their 
punch.· 
The aforementioned "The 
End· Of The World .. . ," the . -
second to last number in the 
regular set, was the pinnacle of 
the performance. Aside from 
rocking heavy in its. "Subterrean 
Homesick Blues" derivative 
fashion, it also featured a video 
clip composed of five seco.nd 
snippets of media garbage. 
Included in the quick edit bar-
rage were clips of Robert Bork, 
Almost Home cookies, The 
Beverly Hillbillies, college foot-
ball, and the Consumer Vahie 
Network. Stipe introduced the 
number by-:'noting that in the 
late twenties we had a depres~ 
sion followed by a war ten years 
h .ter, but now in the age of fast 
media, we are able to have the 
depression and go to wat _on the 
same day. A scary but worth -
-' .C - .E .C , 
R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe is caught in a pensive mood last 
October at the field house. (R:E.M. Archive photo) 
while thought. 
It was the first encore that 
- constitued the best po.rtion of 
· the show. It began with an 
·acap'ella number by Stipe then 
proceed to entail seven songs 
including the band's latest sin-
gle,, 'The One I Love," last year's. 
breakthrough "Fall On Me,'·' a'nd 
the classic ,, Ain't No Sunshine 
When She's Gone." 
The second encore was equal-
ly fulfilling, fea_turing a whirl-
wind ·version' of "Strange," a 
nostalgic "Sitting Still," a rock-
. ing ''Just One Touch,'.' and a 
surprising cov'er of the Velvet 
Underground's "After J:Iours," 
the child-like Maureen Tucker 
tune. The last number was 
actually spontaneous; as .. Stipe 
just went up to the microphone 
.c ·.c ¼ w 
and began singing and was soon 
joined by Buck after the guitarist 
figured out what song -was being 
performed. 
10,000 Maniacs opened the 
show with a set of post-new-
psychedelic AIJ1eric·an rock, not 
to ·get particular, in the pige0n 
holing of a group or anything:· 
Led by the energetic Natalie 
Merchant, prese_ntly the one 
Stipe loves, the group sounds 
like what 'til tuesday would 
sound like if they were any good. 
Highlights included an upbeat 
cover of Cat Stevens' love an-
them "Peace Train" and "A 
Campfire Song," which featured 
moaning background vocals by 
Stipe. The only thing lacking 
here is some charisma . 
.c .c 
Study in 
,c ,c 'H 
inglnnh 
this summer 
The UNH Cambridge 
Suinmer Program ~ 
is now accepting 
applications 
Hamilton Smith 52 
862-3962 
,c ,. ,c ?E ,c ,. ,c ,c 
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ALSO: International Student 
ID.Youth Hostel Passes and 
ElJRAIL Passes issued on 
the spot! -
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New two bedroom apartment 
550.00/month for two people(or married 
w / small child) Cathedral ceiling , fully 
applianced kitchen w / D.W In Durham, 
UNH walking rlistance. Cal l soon 868-2062 
(off street parking and laundry facilities 
included). 
1 bedroom apartment- Main -St. Durham 
$600/ per month & electric. (heat included) 
call 868-2521 for more info. · 
Roommate Wanted: Newmarket. Large 2 
Bdr. apt-. completely furnished/ Storage 
avaiiable $250.00 month inc ludes ever- • 
ything Call 659-2990. Leave message ie 
phone # and Name 
Apartment Located minutes from Down-
town Portsmouth, Quiet Residential neigh-
borhood, convenient to kari-Van, Heat 
included. Available Nov. 1 $300. month 
contact Bob 431-2944 or 436-8110. 
Studio Apt. in downtown Newmarket behind 
post office, heat included, $325/mo. Call 
days 868-5558, nights 659-7320, Ask for 
Chri.stine. 
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom 
Dover Apt. available Nov. 1st. $225/mo . . 
plus utilities. Call 430-9347. 
Dyna·mic VR 27SG Giant Slalom skiis. 210 
crn . Marker M40 bindings used for only 
6 runs. Like new $225 or B.O. 7 42-1230. 
Solomon SX90 ski boots. Excellent con-
dition. Solomon size 355, fits ten an·d ahalf 
to eleven and ahalf. $140. 7 42-1230 
1975 Dodge Dart Sport, 3 speed . Runs 
excellent, new' exhaust, AM - FM stereo: 
$1000 or B.O. call: 868-3137 (Jim) 
Olympus 10 Camera w/50MM lense, T20 
flash, Vivitar zoom 75-205MM, cover and 
case. $235. Call Kathy at 603-474-3885 
or 603-474-9571. J. 
· CADILLAC DeVILLE '74, red and white, 
everything power, .still runs-great $250-
call Peter 862-4595 (during dayj. 
10-Speed men's bike: $40.- call •Peter 862-
4594 (during day). 
82' Subaru GL Hatchback. Great condition. 
Asking $1800 · (negotiable)'. AM/FM, 
Cassette Stereo, 5 Speed, Gets 32 MPG. 
Call 868-3768. 
BMW R90/6 Motorcycle Full Front Fairing, 
rear · storage box and 2 rear soft bags, 
$25,00 _miles, tuned, ready to tour .$2,250. 
Call evenings ih Berwick (207)698-4514. 
1980 Honda Civic- 2 Door. $750 or BEST 
OFFER. 130,00 with a little rust. Call 652c 
7126. 
1977 VW Rabbit 2 door, 4·speed, AM/FM 
radio, good tires, runs well, no rust 868-
2.727 after 5 p.m. $695 or BO 
1977 Dodge Dart sport, 3 speed, AM-FM 
stereo, new exha.ust, engine in excellent 
condit ion , $1100 or Best qffer, must se ll 
call: Jim 868-3137 
For .Sale: 198b VW Rabbit, 4 door, Black, 
New Tires, Good condition: Call 742-7558 
1982 Subaru GL .4.~,,door sedan. 5 speed, 
radio, new tires, shocksand battery. $1950. 
Call Abby 742-0117. . 
1980 Mercury Capri-4 speed gray hatch-
back , 59,000 miles, new battery and 
exhaust. Call 431-5838. 
Fleetwood Mac tickets- October 30 and 
31st (two tickets each date) at Boston 
Garden. Cal Rich at SAE- 868-9831 
We bought first new earl Now must sell 
1978 Ford Fairmont. Good condition. Best 
offer. 862-2342/ 749-3412. 
'74 Plymouth Fury. Great condition, just 
tuned, only 78K miles. Asking $1000. Call 
Mark 868-9872. 
1988 CAMPAIGN T-St--llRifS. T-shirts with 
resumes for 1988 presidential candidat~ 
Wear resume of: Dukakis, Bush, Jackson, 
Dole, Simon, Kemp, Gore, Babbit( Robert-
son or Gephardt. $9.95 to RESUME MU-
CHO, Dept, 32F, Box 1897, Brookling, MA 
02146. Sizes S/M/L/XL 
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1984 Ford Escort, 5-speed, 2-door. Me-
chanically sound, records from all work 
done, runs beautifully, no rust, looks great 
inside and out. A definite musi seei Asking 
$2195._ Will take best offer. 862-2387 days. 
692-7294 evenings and weekends. 
83 Dodge Charger 2.2, 5 speed, 2_-door 
hatchback, 4 speaker AM/FM stereo, very 
clean.. Asking $3000. Call 664-2756. 
Motorcycle - 81, Kawi GPZ 550 runs good, 
new tires, asking $700, but must sell. Call 
862-4144 ask for Jay, RM. 224. 
Reliable car. 1980 Pontiac Sunbird, 4 
speed, 2 door, 70,000 miles, good condition 
with new snow tires. $950 or B/0. Call 
Steve 431-1613 eves. bef. 9 P.M. 
19" Nishiki Cascade Mountain Bike -
Suntour ~C components $275 (worth $490 
new) 742-9570 ask for Erik (leave mes-
sage) 
1984 Gibson Les·Paul Costom Excellent 
cond. Hard cover case $400 Call 868-9872 
Ask for Christian if not there leave name 
number. 
MAX CREEK tickets will be on sale soon 
at th: MUB Ticket office. Oct. 23, 7:30 p.m. 
$5 students w/IO & $7 non-students. 
Contact MUSO for more info. 
Mazda GLC Luxury Edition. 15,000 miles. 
AC, sunroof, AM/FM cassette. Mint con-
ditioff Asking $5,500 (negotiable). Call 
Kelly 868-61.69. 
'84 VW GTI, 5-speed, factory sunroof, 
silver/blue, AIJoy ·wheels, rear wiper, 
$4,800- Call in Berwick, ME eves. 207-698-
4514. 
1980 Chevy fmpala, blue, 72k miles, good 
condition, dependable, snow tires ._Call 
Doug at 749-5948, evenings. $1900. 
BMW R90/6 motorcycle, full front fairing, 
rear storage box and 2 rear soft bags, 
25,000 miles, tuned, ready to tour. $2250. 
Call evenings in Berwick 207 -698-4514. 
1980 Honda Civic- 2 door. $750 or best 
offer. 130,000 with a l_ittle rust. Call 652-
71.26. " · 
sm .. OMON sx 90 SKI BOOTS. Excellent 
condition. Solomon size 355, fits 10 1 /2-
11 1 /2~ $l40. Call 742-1230. 
Shoo-bee doo whap with the NotaQles a~d 
the UNH Jazz groups in the Johnson 
Theater. Saturday Oct. 17, 8:00 P.CAG. 
Go see the NH Notables, The Jazz Vocal 
Ensemble and a jazz' combo Homecoming 
Night. Saturday Oct. 17 8:00 Jn-tl;ie Johnson 
Theater~PCAC , . . 
. FREE MOVIE: "Light of Day" Thursday night 
at Midnight in the Strafford room. Starring 
Michael J. Fox and Joan Jett! Compliments 
of MUSO (originally scheduled for Sat. nite 
10/17) 
FREE MOVIE: "Light of Day" Thursday night 
at Midnight in the Strafford room. Starring 
Michael J. Fox and Joan Jett! Compliments 
of MUSO (originally scheduled for Sat. nite 
10/17) 
WANTEDIII Agressive, Enthusiasti.c stu-' 
dents to join the '87-'88 Student Travel 
Services Sales Team. Earn free trips and 
cash, set your own hours, and gain 
excellent sales experience while marketing 
Winter and Spring Break Vacations .For 
. more information call 1-800-648-4849. 
Individual student or campus organization 
·needed to run on-campus credit card 
marketing program. Earn up to $150/ day. 
Call Carol at 1-800-592-2121. 
Attention December Grads: Do you have 
a background in computer science, mar- · 
ke\ing, or accounting? Would you like to 
travel abroad for awhile before "settling 
down'"? AIESEC may be able to place you 
in an INTERNSHIP ABROADII Call 862 -
1972 immediately! 
Part time: Stable help. Gr.een Acres Stables 
(4 mi. from camp.us) is always looking for 
help. $3.50/hr. starting. Please call Dennis 
742-3377. 
Art Dept. Needs Models: $7-/hr/nude; 
$3:50/hr. portrait. Call Patricia Short: 219l 
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED: 
To assist on weekends, Female quadri-
plegic with daily activities . $6.00/hr. 
Flexible hours, on Kari-Van route. Call 
Shelley after 5 p.m at 742-3911. 
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! Top Pay! C.I. 
12124th Ave., N.W. Suite 222 Norman OK 
73069. 
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT. $6/hr. 
No experi.ence necessary. Hours negot , 
iable. Easy work. Great boss. Call Dan at 
692-4764. Evenings. 
Setup pedpre needed for ~mall, new 
conference room facility in Portsmouth. 
Work mornings, afternoons or evenings 
when meetings are booked--work when 
yow want on an on-call basis for that mucl-i 
needed cash. $5/hr. Call for more iAfo. 
433-5300 
Vogel's Hallmark Shop, Fox Run Mall. 
Salespersons (local) $4/hr, 12 
hours/week. Nice envjornment- flexible 
hours. 431-8805. 
Masseuse wanted for busy executive. 
Experience not nesessary. Two to four 
hours per week, regular schedule. $30 plus 
per hour. 603-964-6913. 
HELP NEEDED for outside yard work!!! This 
weekend (10-24, 10-25) $7.00/hr. Call Tom 
at 659-5146. 
It's not too late to join the MODEL U.N-
.!Learn to debate in an "internat ional , 
forum": .. take a stand on international issues 
from a different country's· persp~ctive . r)ext , 
meeting: Tues, Oct. 20. Rm 206, Horton 
7:30. . 
Mortar Boarders, interested in planning 
or participation in a Halloween party for· 
the Dover Children's Home? There will be 
a meeting on Sunday at 8:00 in Hudd 322 




FQLIO POSTER PRINTS: Of your tavorite 
rock bands, celebrities, athlete ,;, and 
glamorous New England models photo-
graphed in swimsuits. Call (603) 880-9289 
or (611) 5_79-41i7 to o.rder your free, 
catalog, or write: Folio, 80 Boylston Street, 
#429, Boston, MA 02116. 
Send a Halloween Candy-Gram tC> anyone 
on campus-50¢! on sale in Stillings 10/26 
- 10/28; Delivery 10/29. 
Sweeney a strong voice. Write in as student 
trustee. Next Wed!!!! 
SWEENEY: for students. Vote Wed. wTite 
ih Pat Sweeney as Student Trustee!!!! 
Write in SWEENEY for student Trustee. 
Wed.!!l!I The Strong chioce. 
FRESHMEN CAMP 401 IS LOOKING FOR 
A NEW CLASS OF COUNSELORS!! AP-
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM.135 
IN THE MUB (CAMP OFFICE). HIT AWAYl!I 
" One of the attributes of a truly liberally 
educated person is a concern for other 
people. Presumably a liberal education 
would enable a person to empathize ·with 
anoth~r. to have compassion and respect 
for the rights of others." 
Keith, "Welcome". The guys living in orange 
were rudel Tried to get in touch- couldn't! 
Help us. We want the carriage. Waukeela 
and Yamika 
FRESHMEN CAMP 401 IS LOOKING FOH 
A NEW CLASS OF c ·ouNSELORS!! AP-
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN AM.135 
IN THE MUB (CAMP OFFICE). HIT AWAYIII 
In desperate need .of a ride to Keene State 
College Oct.30. Will share expenses. 
Please contact Liz at 868-7506. 
FRESHMEN CAMP 401 iS LOOKING FOR 
A NEW CLASS OF COUNSELORS!! AP-
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN RM 135 
IN THE MUB (CAMP OFFICE) HIT AWAY!!I 
The CiA is guilty of many crimes against 
humariity in their covert activities. Don't 
interview with them! , 
Where is my surprise? 
The SAE Little Sisters want to meet you! 
Come to open rush on Tuesday Oct. 27th!, 
SAE Little Sister open rush Tuefiday Oct. · 
27 /8-1 O P.M. Rush theme: Pajama Party' 
See you there! • 
Think Snowl! NHOC is having the_ir ski sale 
Nov. 11-14 Granite State RM. MUB. 
Old/new equipment and accessories. 
Have 'any usable winter equip_ment you . 
want to sell at the NHOC ski sale? Call us • 
for more info. 862-2145. 
Ski! Sk
0
i'! Ski! ·NrJOC ski sale Nov. 11-14 
Granite State Rm. MUB. 11th 9 A.M. - 7 
P.M./ 12th & 13th 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.'/ 14th 
9 A.M. - 4 P.M. 
Delucia for student trustee vote Wednesday 
in dining l:ialls, library and MUB. 
Student Trustee Elections Wednesday 
don't forgetto vote!! 
S. Philip - Happy Birthday! Let's go pub-
crawling in Portsmouth. I'll bet you a nite 
Qf wine and unbridled P - that you won't 
be the one who gets carded! IL YL - K. 
Sue 
To my Big Stud, Thanks for a wonderful 
weekend. I love your friends and I love 
chicken franks and popcorn at 2 A.M. I hope 
we can do it again soon. Hugs & Kisses, 
Your Hot Slammer Babe. · 
Deaf J.B. (Jail Bait)- Have a Happy and 
wo17derful Birthday Oct. 24. With Love from 
your. "uncle.1' Love, Uncle Buddha .• 
Kristen W. - get psyched for an awesome 
·seme_ster. Love, your Big Sis! 
Brenda - thanks for making my birthday 
a great one. The last few weeks have been 
unreal. See you tonite I hope - OM. 
Mother Theresa: Shallow and superficial...? · 
Well ... we're going to miss you. Have a blast 
in R.I. and don't w_ork too hard. Love ya 
- The ~eefy One, T - Bag, and Buckwheat. 
Scott, don't start following in Dee's foot-
steps, but thanks for the visit. See you 
Saturday. Chris. 
Mike, I Love You. Al. 
Lil' Sua, what are ya doin'?I? Glad to see 
you've made it througl'\ the week, PERSAYI 
Later, dude (just a lfi"oit!). Liz~a·"" ' ' ' 
/ -:--
Hey Vinnie _, Alright already, our wee_k is 
almost here - OH NO! Good Luck!!!!! 
LIZARD 
HI Pammy. rJope nothing mean to write 
this w_eek - oh well , .how 'bout one Iii' 
"moonshadow"??? Love ya :..izard 
Hey Laurie, Kimmie, Kelly, Deidre, Lucy, 
Laura : when are you foxes coming to 
LeMoyne?! I miss you!! Love, TracyAnne 
EMILY, Congratulations on becoming a 
Theta Chi Litle Sister pledge. Get PSYCHED 
for a great semester .. .Your big brother, DAN 
Darla 
' & •' 
Denny 
I love you babel 
Hey D~nnyI 
Happy 1 yearl 
JJ loves you ·bunches. 
PAGE TWENTY-THREE 
To .the "phenomena l" girl in Congreve-
get-a p ouch. I'm tired of sitting on the floor-
HA HA!! 
· Kerry (Wilamna), Thanx for the bash! I love 
yaI Zilner 
Desperately seeking a cute handsome 
male r?ommate. Call Sue or Danna at 749-
qyi;i; 
DEANO- Happy Birthday! Hope twe~ty is 
a great year. Stay out of touble ... yot,J animal! 
P.S. Do you hav.e any peanutbutter?!? 
HEY Sue, Monica, a.nd Michelle .. .VOTE!l!I 
Dennis from Acacia- Hope your nose is 
okay, sorry. Remember me, Rocky? 
Gutey- . what_ started with a beautiful face 
has now turned into the beautiful person 
behind it. Thanks -for giving me a chance. 
I won't blow it. Dire Straits, Kidnapping, 
and megga like-Together, we're unstop-
pable. 
ET: We'll get together tonight and sing the 
BLUES1 'cause it's a cathartic kinda thing 
to do. Luther will take us through our pac'es, 
the wench will keep our vessel_s brimming · 
with ambrosia, and we'll CAREi Your friend 
· (~nd we know how painful that can be}, 
BOLDT.-
Learn Astroiogy - Learr:i about New Age, 
Astrology and your daily Astroluck. Send 
self addressed stamped envelope to: Paul 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail-L-237, New 
Smyrna Beach, FL 32069. 
Voice Lessons-Classical to musical-thea-
tre. Debora Taylor Mayne, M. Music. Ten 
years experience, New York and Toronto. 
Call 868-2Cl34. 
Guitar Lessons - Study with a G.I.T. grad. 
Improvisational concepts, technique, ear 
training : chords, harmony and theor'y; a·II 
styles. Call 749-4780 .. 
Bartending Course. - l:ear11 a VqJua,t;ile skill 
for fun or profit. Prep·are for a good paying 
part-time or vacation job. Get hands on 
professional training behind an actual bar 
with lots of ·practice time. It's easy and fu~ 
our way. Certificate Awarded. School is 
licens·ed and is on UNH Kari-Van route. 
Visitor.s welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or write for free br-ochure. Master Bartender 
School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, NH. Tel. 
659-3718: 
GARAGE SALE: ·saturday, October 24. 28 
James_ Farm, Lee, N.H. Just off rol!t.e 155-
-look for ~igns. Twin bed, double bed, bunk 
beds and dressers. Also night .stands arid 
lamps. Clothes too. · · 
Bartending Course - Learn a valuable skill 
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good paying 
part-time or vacation job. Get h,~nd.s, on 
professionaJ'.trairiing beliind an ·actuai' bar, 
with lots of practice time.Jt's easy and fun 
our way. Certificate awarded. School is 
licensed and is on U.N.H. Kari-Van route. 
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or- write for free brochure. Master Bartender 
schoJI, 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. Tel. 
659-3718. 
Guitar lessons-study with a G.I.T. Grad. 
impr.ovisat~onal concepts, · technique, ear 
training, chords, harmony and theory·; all 
styles. Call 749-4780 
Voice Lesson s - c lassical to rriuiidal 
theatre. Debora 'taylor, Mayne, M .. Music. 
Ten years experience, New Yo'rk -and 
Toronto. Call'898-2.034. · · · -
Learn Astrnlogy - lear11 about New a'gei, 
'Astwlogy a·nd \mur 'daiiy astro luck.-Send' 
se lf addressed stamped envelop to Paul 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237., New 
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♦ . ♦ 
~: - What do REAL FRIENDS do? : 
♦ ♦ • They· send • ♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
f PICTURE PERSONALS in i 
♦ • 
· i The New Hampshire ! 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ~----~------r---~------------~ ♦ ♦ I : ', _ I • 
♦ I . I - ♦ 
♦ I -1 - ♦ 
t ·1 : Happy Birthday Joe! : 
: I I Dig the Shades! : 
-♦ I I ♦ 
-:. I .: ·Luv, us~ 1 : 
• I /' I ♦ 
♦ I . -I . I ♦ 
: '--------~--J--~----~---------- : 
♦ ♦ 
♦ • 
.• ♦ • •♦ • Whatever :th.e occasion, -• • • t you can surprise a friend- : 
♦ ♦ 
:- with a Picture· Personal in : 
♦ ♦ l The New Hampshire i 
♦ ♦ t for -only $10.00. : 
♦ ♦ 
-: Stop by_ room 1 lOB - t 
- ♦ ♦ 
t in the -MOB : 
♦ ♦ 
-: Mon. - Fri. 10~3 _ .--: 
Crew teams prep 
for Dartmouth 
By Matt Apgar Kim Goody is encouraged by the 
On Sunday, October 25, the good attitude her crew has. 
Dartmouth Invitational Regatta 'They are all very" friendly and 
will be hel-d at the Ledyard · willing to work hard in order 
boathouse on the Connecticut · to row better," said Goody. c.._ 
river in Hanover, NH. The varsity men are also a · 
The race is a three-mile head _ large crew this year : Coach 
race similar to the Head of the Allsopp has three full boars to _ 
Charles. _ work with and is encouraged by 
Incidentally, the UNH crew what he sees in his crew. He 
entry forms for the Head of the -feels they have great potential. _ 
Charles were lost at the Boston The r'hen's novice - ream, 
Post Office, They thus were nor_ coached by newly-appointed 
received in time for UNH to La_wrence Smith, will also get 
row. their .first taste of rowing com-
Unlike the Head of the Cha- petition on Sunday. 
rles the Dartmouth race is small. · Practices have consisted of 
Five reams will be rowing at -this long distance rowing to build 
regatta. Dar.tmourh, Wesleyan, stamina an,d strength. Shorter 
MIT, BU, and UNH wiH all distance workouts de·velop 
participate. It is usually a fast sprint, ·speed, and power. All 
race because the rowers are pra<:;tices contribute to improv., 
rowing with the. current and a ing the -athlete's aerobic base -
tailwind. The winners are and overall conditioning. All ' 
awarded regatta T-shirts. reams except the men's novice 
The crews are ready for this and one novice women's crew 
race and are making good pro- , row in the morning. Lately, the 
gress towards creating strong, morping practices have been 
fas~ l_ineup~ necessary for com- shortened slightly because the 
petltlve racmg. , - _ sun is rising later. That w.ill 
The women's varsity is _a , change once daylight savings 
small ream in numbers but 1s , comes into effect. 
rowing well and coach Marc For the varsity crews, the race 
Lessard_is pleased with their wiil be a mental test · to allow 
progress thus far. What the themselves to row . like they 
_ team lacks in experience it will know how. The novice te.ams 
try to make up in power and will get their first opportunity 
t<;!chnique. _ re _uw against other-crews. The 
The novice women are a large UNH crew is hoping that all 
team, both in number and in of their hard work will pay off _ 
size._ The team is full of tall, this Sunday. 
strong women. !'. irst-year coach 
♦ . . •. 
.................................................. ~•-.. .,v, . :?(t-
New Hampshire Outirig Club 
University of New Hampshire- Durham, N .H. 03824 
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and ·then the letters. (1-13) (A~V) 
. • L 
K • • I 
• 7 
I -------- I •-----------~---~---~-----~-~------
1 Answers for x~ word puzzle 
I
I Across · 6.Breathalyzer 
I 4.Lsd ?.Freebase 
I 8.Orunk driving 8.DWI 
I - 20.Liquor 9.Stimulants I 21.Ecstacy , 1 a.Eat 
I 22.BAC 11.Alcohol 
I 23.T olerance · 12.Caffeine 
24.0xidize 13.Resin 
25.Cannabissativa _ 14.Euphoria 
26.Setting 15.Nicotine I 
28.Hallucinogens 16.Crack r · 1 
17.lnhalants t 
Down 18 27 B 1 . across.. . eer I 
1 .Hour - · 1 ·s d w· I own ... Ine 
·2.Walk 19.NCAAW I 
3/ 4.Hea;y / Lighter 20.Snow . I 
5.Psilocybin · _ , , - · · J L---~--------------------------
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---..-----------------BOWES----------
UNH tailback Norm Ford is looking to add to his Yankee 
Conference-leading yard~ge this weekend against· the Leopards. 
If the holes are as big as this one was, watch out. (Craig Parker 
file photo) . · 
--------LAFAYETTE---
<cominued from page 28) 
Before you look in the paper 
and find that UNH is favored 
by two touchdowns take some 
t:!1ings into consideration. 
On one s ide ; you have a 
relatively untested secondary 
and a passer (Baur) whose 
normal day-in the park is a 200-
yard effort. On the other side, 
you have two of the best receiv-
ers .in Division l-AA (Braune 
and; Olds) going against what 
is supposed to be Lafayette's best 
secondary alignments in a whil~. 
Y ot1 have a quarterback who 
has to wait until Saturday morn-
ing, which must be frustrating 
for Russo and · his team as well, 
· to find out if he will play or nof: 
Baur didn't play last week and 
is coming off of an injury .. , : .-
Add to this list .the fact that 
UNH' s tqugh defensive line of 
Bill O'Malley, Kevin Doherty, · 
and Paul Boulay will be going 
up against five Mack trucks and 
you've got ar:i interesting game 
on ,your hands. 
. . ; 
<continued from page 28) 
"I didn't and I decided to go to 1968, Yukica decided to go e0ach neau has always had more than 
. graduate school (at Penn St.) at Bos ton College and I followed an avid interest in the annual 
and I also got a job as a coaching him there." - UNH-Maine game. 
assistant which worked out . )im Root tookoy_er for Yukica "Junie gets up for that game 
well." . as head coach at UNH for four more . than any other / ' said_ 
Bowes did have an illustrious · years, compiling a less than Bowes. "He considers it .i very 
career as a Nittany Lion. In .. robust 12)2-1 mark. In January • import.ant game. Abou_t five 
1965, his se,,nior year, the team . oJ 1972, Root.lefh td coach at years ago,.- he promised the:team_ 
voted him captain and he also William and Mary. that if they won, he'd get on the 
played in the Blue-Gray All Star Then UNH athletic director · team bus afterwards and do a 
game. "That was a big thing· · Andy Moorad.ian gave Bo~es "beat· dance.'' ·Well, the kids 
back then,~· he . said. " They a call and the res.t is history. w_e(l~ out and won and sure 
(coaches) gave you money for Sixteen years worth. Thank you, - ·-enough, __ he did it. Can you 
meals and .everyone kind of Jim Root. . .· .imagine a. SO-year old guy.-:_danc/ 
wined and dined us. It was an .· The most memorable ~easons-;(>\~~:-.lj,~<= 4;litat?" , · 
exciting rime." : . in the Bowes Era were in 1975 , "' >~l .fo 1978-79, the UNH football 
. His sophomore year was ·and 1976. The 1975 tea~, feat- < , progtarri under"\\'.ent a drastic 
perhaps the team's most sue- uring future pro footballer Dav~ · 'c;hange,i. i t :became a Division. 
cessful. They went 9-1 under Rozumek, went 9-3, beat Lehigh I.-AA .sehool ii}stead of a' Div-
Engle and earned a bid to the in the first postseason game, ·· i'sioff 2 scho.ol. "·It definitely 
Gator Bowl. "That was an even and then lost a tough one to made it_tougher," said Bowes': 
better time'," he said. "Four or Western Kentucky, 14-3. · "The '.competition became 'much 
five days in Florida was exciting . '"That game against Lehigh more severe." 
enough, but- they showed us the . was one of the biggest wins A major aspec·t of coaching 
sights down there." we've had," said Bowes. "They occurs during the offseason: the 
At the entl of his senior year, were a tough team back then grueling recruiting periqd. ~·1~ 
the Lions were again offered a with a good reputation and we a-11 star.rs in December," said 
chance to -play in the Gator went into their place and beat Bowes. '.'We put in a lot of hours 
Bowl, but this time the team 'em (35-21)." on the road. I rememb~r one 
held a vote and declined to The 1976editionof the Wifd- · year when I drove out to Utica~ 
participate. "There were a cou- cats, with quarterbackJeff Allen NY to see a key prospect'. I had 
ple of guys, I won't mention any and future Dallas Cowboy line- to be back at the office imme-
names, who stood up at that · backer Bruce Buther, came diately after and that was a long 
meeting and spoke against us closer to winning the league haul." · · 
going because they were sure- crown. Inches to be exact. In all, Bowes estimates that 
fire first-round draft picks and The team fraveled to Bose- he and his staff look at 400-500 
they wanted _a chance to play in man, Montana, to tangle with potential Wildcats. "We recruit 
an all-star game and make some ~ontana State. "I remember we about 40-60 heavily and usually 
money," he said. had the ball in their territory end up signing 15 or 16." 
Despite his disappointment, and it was third or fourth down," Bowes describes himself as 
· Bowes went along with his said Bowes. "We were behind a players' coach and his players 
teammates' decision. The let- 17-16 and Allen ran a bootleg . tend to agree. "I've been having 
down didn't last long because to the left, looking for Lee Pope. a little difficulty with my classes 
a coaching opportunity soon His throw glanced off Pope's this semester," said quarterback 
opened up. fingertips and that was the end. Bobby Jean. "Coach took m~into 
His. first coaching job came I think we would have won that his office and sat me down for 
courtesy of none other than game if we completed that a talk. I left feeling much better 
Engle. In 1966, Joe Yukica came -- pass." · about myself." 
to Durham and' was in search . UNH has been a contender He is indeed -a coach who ,puts 
of an offensive line coach. virtually every year judging by just as much, if not more, into · 
Yukica, also a Penn State alum, the fact that Bowes has twelve his players' off-the-field activ-
gave Engle a call to see if he winning seasons in his tenure. ities than on, something which _ 
could recommend someone for Nevertheless, it's been a· long traces bac;:k to his days u_nder 
him. Engle re{:ommended a wait- for that postseason chance Engle's tutelitge .. "He'll ask you 
young kid named Bowes. He was to prove themselves. how everything.'s going/ ' , said 
23 years old at the time. His stay at UNH has had its Jean. "To him, you're pot just 
"It was a great opportunity funnier moments too. Current a football player." Sound famil-
for me," said Bowes. " But in athletic .director Junie Carbon- iar? He's a good learner. 
Lady 'Cats fall prey Soccermen lose to Terriers 
to Hartford · Hawks 
By Ed Flaherty Tilden to even the score. 
Every great team has a player The second half, as well as 
who wants to take control when most of the game, was dominat-
the game i~ on the line. Last ed by the Wildcats, b.ut it was 
year's Red Sox wante_d Roger · Hartford that put the ball in the 
· Clemens on the mound for the net .. 
big game, and the Celtics have At 28:54, Hartford's Kristin 
that blonde-haired guy named Huff scored after Tilden lost 
Larry Bird w'ho is basically' control of the ball, and less than 
unstoppable coine 'crunchtime'. two minutes later, Hartford iced 
· The UNH women 's soccer the game when Michelle De-
team is finding that they don't Gray headed in the cross of 
have a Clemens or a Bird among teammate Regina Ronan. 
-their ranks at the moment, and UNH coach Marge Anderson 
this is leading to their inability was a little flustered about the 
to win games. game. "We dominated play for 
Wednesday, the Wildcats · three-quarters of the game," she' 
dropped their game to the said, "but when we get within 
University of Hartford .3-1. The shooting range, we are the nicest 
loss is the 9th of the year for group of people." 
. UNH, compared to their four The Wildcats haven't been 
victories. Hartford improved capitalizing on their opportun-
to 11-5-2. ities, which can be traced back 
UNH .jumped on the score-:.. . · to the lack of a 'crunchtime' 
board first at 12:32 of the first player. 
half as Jill Lewis scored when · "No one takes the initiativl': 
Hartfor_d goalie Maureen to put the ball in the riet," 
Mc S he a bob b 1 e d D i a n n e Anderson said. 
McLaughlin's outside shot. . The team has four games 
The killer instinct iust wasn't remaining in the season and 
there for the Wildcats,·however, Anderson's priority is to put 
as they let Hartford back into some bite into the 'Cat's offense. 
the game at 37:13 of the first ".We hope to be able to teach 
half. Karen Schiebe fired a bullet 
pas·t, UNH net minder Janene UNH-HARTFORD, page 25 
By Scott Bemiss 
The end is growing near on 
· this 1987 Wildcat soccer cam-
paign, which has highlighted 
a remarkable turnaround. Last 
year, the team's record was 3:- . 
11, now it sta.nds at 7-4-1. · 
That end seems to be closing 
faster than UNH expected as 
they lost their final home game 
Tuesday against Boston Uni-
versity to the score of 4-2. It was 
the Wildcats' third loss in a row. 
"I was very pleased with the 
first 20 minutes of play. We 
came out strong," head coach · 
Ted Garber said. "After that, 
· they deserved the win with the 
way they played." 
Scott Brennan opened the 
scoring for UNH with a nifty, 
unassisted goal at 27:34. BU was 
quick to retaliate, though. Mike 
Emanalo set up the 'All-World' 
player Ben Okaroh and he faked 
around a wall of defenders and 
·slammed it home. Okaroh is a 
candidate for the Herman 
Trophy which is ·awarded to the 
top soccer player in the nation. 
"We set up the wall, but no 
one broke in on him (Okaroh) 
and he hammered it in," said 
Garber. "If we had put some 
pressure on hiin, maybe one of 
our players could have deflected 
· it. We did this . earlier in the 
year." 
. . Even with some sloppy plays, 
UNH was-stiJl ·in• the game .. At 
least until the whistl~ blew to 
start the second half. 
BU's Tony Lawler scored on 
an unassisted goal at 53:58. Mike 
Bertos was close at Lawler's 
heels with a score on a pass from 
Greg Fulberg at 57:36. · 
Emanato, w,ho assisted on the 
firsi: goal, figurep in the fourth 
and final BU tally with an 
unassisted blast at 61: 10. 
UNH capped off the scoring 
when senior forward Jeff Ber-
goltz broke through the defend-
ers and deked the goalie for his 
sixth goal of the year. But it was 
a little too late. 
UNH's freshman goalie Eric 
Stinson was back in action and 
played solid wi.th seven saves. 
Bffs Paul Leand -allowed two 
goals and made ten stops. 
- "Eric was 75 % for Tuesday'·s 
game. Hopefully, he'll be 90% 
by ]Monday," said Garb~r. "He's 
fine physically, but it's impor-
. tam for; him to ·get his timing 
back." . · · 
"These last three ' games have 
been a mishmash of play. It 
seems as though we've lost some 
of our steam. There's been a lot 
of inconsistency, maybe b~cause 
we felt sorry for our hurt goalie. 
Both the teamwork and hustle 
has dropped off," added Garber. 
1'Some· individuals still ha 0 : 
a high work rate and have 
maintained their overall enthu-
siasm. If we' re going tn win we 
have to challenge the ball and 
concentrate on hustling," con-
tinued Garber. '.'We got caught 
up complaining to the officials 
Tuesday . We cannot worry 
about things we have no control 
over." 
"The Northeastern game will 
be a toss-up, but at this point 
I'd give Rhode Island the upper 
hand in our fin.al game. Man for 
man, we're better than both 
teams. We can't rely on big plays 
from a few people." · 
Garber wants to make sure 
his team regains its killer in-
stinct. "Hopefully, we're not 
happy with just having a win-
ning season," he said. "We must 
win the last two if we want to 
be ranked in the top ten New 
England poll at the end of the 
season." · 
The Wildcats are guaranteed 
. of a winning se~son if they drop 
the last two gam·es. But UNH 
has ~ lot more pride than that. 
You can expect them to come 
out fired up on Monday in 
Boston for their dat=e with the 
Huskies. 
/ 
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(continued from page 27) · 
close. and shorthanded duty." 
This season should be differ- ·Freshman Dave MacIntyre 
ent with two freshmen arid two will also see a lot· of action this 
sophomores making up a back- year. Any other_ time on defense 
line that Holt feels good about . . _will he }jattledfor by a ·number 
"They just do the simple basics," · of players.' "Competition for the 
he said. :They move and cor1trol other two spots is real tough," 
the puck well and stop t.he Holt said. 
· opponent. They have a sense With the overworked Rota 
of what is expected of them." _ gone, the biggest question mark 
Sophomore Jeff Lazaro, who · on . this ream of questions is 
is tandemed with freshman goaltending. Freshmen Pat 
·Kevin Dean, could blossom into ,Szturm and Pat Morrison are -
a standout before he graduates. vying for the job with sopho-
"He's 01ir best skating defen- more Denver Moorehead, with 
seman,"Holt said. "He's· as good Moorehead the only one expe-
·as we've had here in recent rienced, if you call four periods 
years." experience. "We really haven't 
United States-Olympic team on 
Wednesday before the regular 
season starts · next Saturday at 
Bo~ton College. · · · · 
Holt isn't expectirig the team . 
to take the Hockey East title and 
become nationally superior in 
one-year, but he does see pro-
gress. L , . ·· 
"We're most concerned with 
seeing an aggressive t~am on 
the ice, a team that will give 110 
percent," Holt said. "Through 
that effort, we'll start to see the 
progress: We should get better 
as the season goes on. 
"We don't have great depth, 
but we have good numbers," 
Holt continued, "The key is that 
people have to understand that 
we try to win games and take 
the first step to bein'g totally. 
competitive." 
Ul\:H assistant ho,ckey coach Dave O'Connor wants to get a 
point Llcross to one of his players during a recent practice. 
Lazaro, who led UNH defen- seen enough to know what's 
semen with 21 points last year, going to happen," Holt said. 
and Chris Grassie, who's also "The one that takes. charge and 
shown promise, were bright plays good goal wilLsee action." 
spots· last year. "They, more As far as the Holy Cross game 
than any of the returnees this goes, Holt said, "We haven't 
year, had some positive influ- made any decisions, but from 
ence on what little good there where I'm sitting, it appears 
was last year," Holt said. "This likely that Szturm will play." 
year, they'll both see powerplay The Wildcats take on the 
And maybe through all of 
this, hockey can again become 
the big event on campus. 
(Craig Parker. photo) · 
------HOC.KEY EAST------ 1987-88 HOCKEY 
EAST COACHES' Offensively., the Black Bears are intact, with Dave Capuano 
(18-41~59), and Mike McHugh 
(2 l'-29-50) among a host of 
front liners returning from last 
year. 
With 1987 Hockey East 
Coach of the Year Billy Riley 
behirid the bench, Lowell has 
it's top eight scorers returning. , 
-Among that group is All-
American Jon Morris, who 
returns after passing on a chance 
to play with the Olympic team 
because of personal reasons . 
Morris (28-33-61) is joined by 
Randy Le Brasseur (20-19-39), 
Jim Newhouse (12-24-36), and 
Bill Do.haney (13-22-3 5) as 
Chiefs on the offensive warpath. 
The defense lost it's leader -
in Paul Ames, but Scott Dre-
vitch, Tim Foley and captain 
Carl Valimont should fill in. lri 
goal, the Chiefs .are the only 
team other than Mc;tine that can 
have confidence in more than 
one person. Dave Delfino, Pete 
Harris and Ken Stein are all 
cap~ble and Delfino was a 
second team Hockey East all-
star last year. . 
According to Hanks, though, 
Maine's goaltending gives them 
the edge over Lowell. "Maine's 
(cominued fro~ page 27) 
coach Len Ceglarski, ,who has A young Providence team was 
the most wins iµ college hockey, · last in the league in scoring with · 
is in · the process of rebuilding, . 106 goals l_ast year. Coach Mike 
_ which probably means his team McShane is ·hoping that for-
. will only win 20-25 games this wards like Rick Bennett and -
year. Andy Mattice, among others, 
After these to,p. three, "it will help Gord Cruickshank (27 7 
looks to be interesting," accord- 18-45) on the offensive-attack. 
ing tb New Hampshire interim Shawn Whitham and g<;>alie 
coach Charlie Holt. The uther Matt Merten ( 4.20 GA) are- the 
four teams are young and in_ a leaders on defense, but it is the 
process of rebuilding, which offense that will be most needed 
should create some equivalence · t~ improve on last season's 
in the league. dismal .7-23-3 finish. · 
With names like Dona,telli, New Hampshire is a team 
Cullen, Young and Deraney that everyone is expecting to 
wearing the red and w'hite of ' be better than last year's 8-27-
Boston University, it's hard to 3 record -(see UNH preview) . 
see how the team was only 15- "It's very possible ~o·find a much 
14-3· in Hockey East competi- improved team at UNH this 
tion last season. This season, season,"' Holt said. 
those names have been ernsed Hanks sees the Wildcats 
· from the roster by either gra- improving also, but says the 
duation or the Olympic team main thing hindering them is 
and replaced with names like the lack of a consistent, proven 
Joe Sacco.1.Mike Lappin, Phil von goaltender, 
Stefanelli and Peter Fish. · The league schedule has been 
That youth leaves a lot on the twisted a little. Hockey East 
shoulders of Mike Kelfer (21- teams will only be playing each 
19-40), the only of BU's top five other three times this season, 
scorers returning for the new as opposed to four in past years. 
season. The goaltender Fish is They will also play teams from 
also under pressure, having to . the Western College Hockey 
handle th_e starting chores with Association (WCHA), Hockey 
limited experience. E~st's western affiliate, one time 




(first place votes) 
1. Maine (5) 
2. Lowell (1) 
3. Boston College (1) 
4. Boston University 
5. Northeastern 
6. Providence 
7. NEW HA~_:::~-~~.J 
-goaltending is stronger," he 
said. "If you compared the goals 
against averages of the goalies 
_last year, it'd show that Maine 
~ Racine has been abused by shots schedule. · 
over the past, few years. He Now in it's fourth year, the ROAD' WOES-.------
was better." . 
Even . though the' experience 
of BC's troups has been min-
imized, you .can never count out 
the team that still doesn't have 
a ho.me arena to plc;ty in. Known 
for a winning tradition -and 
quality recruiting, the Eagles 
will still be good this year, just 
. not as good. . 
They still have Dan Shea and 
Tim Sweeney, who combined 
for 52 goals last year, and David 
Littman (,3.45 GA) will be in 
· net once again. But that's bas- · 
ically the tops in returnees, arid 
handled it well enough last year Hockey East division looks to 
to be· named an All-American be exciting once again .' As < (continued from page 27) 
and Hockey East's first team all- Hanks assured, the pre-season of the game with 17:05 remain- UMass 4-l)ahd we did not do 
star goalie with a 3.96 goals -polls are merely trivial. "For ing. The score resulted from a it yesterday (Tuesday).'·, 
against average, but the Huskies the three years the coaches have corner shot as Cindy Ensek This- loss drops _the Wildcat 
finished 13-21-3. Racine is all ra·nkeq. the teams in the pre- slipped one by goaltender -Mi- record to 7A-l and it_will surely 
·the Huskies have had and he season, they have never picked chele Flannel!. That was only drop them in the national 
needs .help. · · correct," he said. the eleventh goal allow.ed by rankings. 
For this season, Brian Dowd, Hanks thinks that the loss of Flannell this season (.904 save But if the Wildcats win their 
Claude Lodin and Martin Raus top players to the Olympic team percentage). last three ! regional games 
are back with ex·perience on is a boost for teams that To the surprise of ma-ny, one (Springfield, BC, and Nor-
defense, but their work has to • struggled last year. "It's not fair goal is all Harvard would need theastern), two of which ·are on 
be complimented on offense by ·to say the league is watered to beat the powerhouse Wild- . the road, they should maintain 
for-wards .Rico Rossi, Dave down," he said. "But if there cats. their second place standing in 
O'Brien and Kevin ,Heffern-an was ever a year for parity, this Once UNH fell behind they the Northern region and receive 
if Northeastern is to do any- is the year." did wake up and start to play an invitation to the -NCAA 
thing. better hockey.' In the last ten tournament. 
-----UNH-· HARTFORD minutes of the game, the 'Cats The next game for UNH w
ill 
pressured Harvard netminder be the last home outing of the 
Denise Katsivs. · season against Springfield on (c~ntinued from page 26) 
some of them to take more well all seas~n, except for the 
control ot'theii destiny," she missing clutch performer. The 
said, "to want to be the player Birds' .and Clemens' of this 
who does the final execution." world are few and far between, 
The team. has· been playing· but if Anderson can get a player 
I • J 
or two to take the pressure on 
_themselves when push comes 
to shove, things ~ould begin to 
improve. -
.Women's soccer vs. Yale, tomorrow at UNH, 3:30 
"There was almost panic.," . Monday at 3: 15 (not Tuesday 
Drury said. "We just could not as the .schedule says). This will 
get the ball in the net. It was be the last home game for many 
too late." of the seniors. "It should be 
Drury did sum up the teams an9ther great game because we 
attitude toward their· perfor- always rise after we fall," Drury 
mance be.st by adding, "It was said. "Everybody is going to be 
disappointing because we played up for the game. This is it." 
so well on Saturday (victory o-yer 
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UNH hockey: Another era for fLively Snively?'· 
• I 
By Paul Sweeney· A nasty article in t he Hockey 
On hockey nights not long News last season stated that 
ago, fans wquld line up outside UNH was "deficient in the 
oftheUniversityofNewHamp- game's three main areas: ·of-
shire's Snively Aren_a before the· fense, defense and goaltending." 
doors even opened. Inside at According to what Holt has seen 
game time, 'Lively Snively' -~as . and heard from coaches O'Con-
fire hazzard full of crazed Wild- n~r and Sean Coady, that will 
cat fans. , - - be'· slander if it is written this 
The crov/d could create an year. , 
energy that made opposi11g On offe_nse, the 'Cats have ~ost 
teams dread coming to Durham 1987 leadmg scorer James RKh-
to play UNH. Th-at was whe_n_ : .~ond, but the_y ,seem certain to 
the.team enjoyed annual success,\", } fll. }?'l"Ove on 1t s 3.28 goals a 
commonly finishing as one of · · game average of_ last · ye_ar. 
the top teams in the· East and ' '·'There are three _Imes pl~ym~ 
making four NCAA tournament_ reasonably well rn practice, · 
appearances between J969 and Holt sai~. . . 
1984. · The lrne of David Aiken, 
he UNH hockey team has b~en busy preparing for what it hopes will be a successfal 
in Snively. (Craig_ Parker photo) 
· The past two years have freshman Chris Winnes, and 
broken tradition as the Wildcats Tim Hanley has impressed Holt 
have struggled, winQing only with they way they play togeth-
13 of 75 games in that time. Last er·. With 19 g~als as a_ freshman 
season was only the second time last year,, Aiken .tied Steve 
in 17 years that UNH didn't Horner for -the team lead. :f;!an-
participate in any post-season ley has shown stro_ng wo.rk on 
competition. With that has the hoards and Wrnnes was a 
.come the dampened spirits of top_scor~r a_t ~orthwood Prep. 
fans that_ ·has produced less A wrist rnJury forced Mike 
attendance. Rosetti to miss 15 games last 
There is hope, though. When .year, but in his first ~ame b~ck 
the 1987-88 season opens with he knotched a hat trick, whlC~ 
an exhibition game against Holy _ shows you what a scor_er ~os~m 
Cross tomorrow night, the is. He /scored 29 goals m his ftr~t 
·uNH team will be stacked with two seasons, and managed 9 m 
the personnel th;t looks capable 23 _game~ last year. He centers 
1987-88 HOCKEY EAST PREVIEW. 
Maine is the early favorite 
By Paul Sweeney 
Wtth the almighty Boston 
College Eagles suffering the loss 
of five instrumental players 
from last season's 31-8-0 Hock-
ey East championship team, 
higher finishing opportunities . 
are opened for some of the other 
six teams in the league. 
.. · Regular season champions 
~for the past three years, BC has . 
lost both the 1987 Hockey East 
Player of the Year (Craig Jan-
ney), and Rookie of the Year 
(Brian Leetch). Janney, who led 
Hockey East in overall scoring 
with 83 points, Leetch, Kevin 
Stevens (graduated), and def-
. ensive ace Greg Brown are all 
touring with the -United States 
Olympicteam. To make matters 
worse, Ken Hodge Jr. decided 
to play professionally with the 
Minnesota North Stars. 
Those players were five of the 
-Eagle's top seven scorers and 
. · accounted for 111 of the team's 
league leadi,ng ~3~ __ goals_score~. 
.. last year; :which is -a Hockey East 
record. 
The teams .most likely to take 
· advantage of Boston College's 
weakened status are the Black 
Bears from the University of 
Maine and the University of · 
Lowell Chiefs. Once little kids 
on the Hockey East's block of 
bullies, Lowell and Maine have 
developed their _programs, fin-
ishing second and third respec-
tively in last season's regular 
season standings. This year, they 
are the teams to beat. Pre-season 
national polls have Maine 
· ranked second and Lowell sixth . . 
At the University of Maine, 
a throng of followers has deve-
loped during the hockey team's 
rise upward and that was evi-
dent at the Hockey East tour-
nament last March. UMO fans 
brought the roof down during 
their team's thrilling 5-4 semi-
final win over Lowell and were 
. just as lively when the Black 
Bears lost to BC in the finals. 
P_e::rhaps .this is the year to go 
all ~he.way_. 
Harvard ·beats UNH 
in field .. hockey 
for first .. til11e, 1-0 
By John Kelley · 
When the UNH field hockey 
team boards the bus to a road 
game, they seem to forget one 
thing: how to win. _ _ 
For the first time in their 
hi~tory, the Harvard Crimson 
Tide defeated UNH 1-0_. The 
Cr i ms O n. S CO red m id W a y 
through the second ~alf. UNH 
has now gone five games with-
out a win on the road, in four 
of those five the 'Cats lost and 
were shut out. 
' If the Wildcats play an attack 
_ style game they can beat anyone 
in the country as their big wins 
over UMass and West Chester 
indicate. But on the road, this 
team seems to lose it's energetic 
style and becomes about as 
aggressive as Gomer Pyle and 
the result is lpsing to teams they 
shouldn't. 
"It does not have to do with 
the road," Kate Dumphy said. 
"It is just after a good,game we 
p.lay a bad game." · 
"People could pinpoint that 
· (as an excq,se for their incon-
sistency) and I wish 'we could 
but it is not /that," Patty Drury 
said. 
Whatever the reason, the 
simple fact is thauhis team is 
a well-skilled and conditioned 
team that has the ability to beat 
anyone. 
"Physically Marisa (Marisa 
Didio head coach) has done 
everything," Drury said. "We -
are ready physically, .it is not 
her, ic is mental. We have to do 
it." 
For the second time this 
season ( the other being against 
. Lock Haven), the 'Cats played 
. slow and lethargic which caused 
their timing co be off. 
"We should have been per-
Maine is 'returning seveFal key 
players in all areas of the game. 
"They are return1ng more ex-
perienced veterans than anyb-
ody else," said Dennis Hanks,\ 
commissioner and Public Re- . 
lations Director of Hockey East. 
"Their overall team balance is 
why the coaches in the league 
pick them to be the top team." 
Maine he.ad coach Shawn 
Walsh has got to be ecstatic that 
his gbaltending duo of Scott 
King (3.13 GA) and Al Loring 
(.3.73 GA) are back. Splitting 
duties last season, King and 
Loring allowed only 117 goals 
in league play last season, a · 
Hockey East record. 
Five of six defensemen return 
including Jack Capuano and 
Dave Nonis, but All-American, 
Hockey East first team all-star 
Chris Weinrich will not. Wein-
rich is ,skating with· the U.S. 
Olympic team and is the only 
big lpss for M,ain.e . 
HOCKEY; EAST, page ·26 
of building the team back up to a lrne with Scott Brown and 
the high quality squad it has Quintin Brickley. . . 
been in the past. Steve Horner is also vital to 
"We're starting this year on the Wildcat_offense. :1"fe was 
the road back " said. interim second to Richmond rn team 
coach Charlie' Holt. "I think scoring with 36 points a year 
there will be a very healthy ago, and at one point scored 16 
change." goals in an ! 1 game stretch. 
Unfortunately, the man who "We're just hoping he can 
is most responsible for con- continue his play' of l~ t year," 
structing the new-look Wildcat? Holt said. ·. . . . 
won't be able to coach the team. . .. Borner is JOrned on a lrne 
Bob Kullen, who was head coach with high school teammate Tir:p 
last season and recruited this Shields and Rick Lambert. Fresh-
year's freshmen, is taking a ·man Riel Belle_gard, Dan1;1,y 
medical leave of absence after Prach~r and Chns Thayer wdl 
recieving a heart transplant in also see action up f_rom over the 
late August. He is being replaced season. 
by Holt and Dave O'<;:on:no~. UNH allowed the mostgoals 
· Holt retired in 1986, but is in· Hockey East last' season 
back and is the all-time winn- (204), and you couldn't totally 
ingest coach at UNH with 347 blame graduated,goalie Greg 
victories. Holt's involvement Rota. As Holt said, the team 
is only temporary and O'Connor didn't have the exceptional 
will take control once his duties defense that could keep games 
with the Wildcat football team 
are finished; UNH HOCKEY, page 26 
The field hockey team has their work cut out for them if they hope ·to have a sign like the 
lacrosse team do·es. (Craig Parker file photo) 
forming our basic skills better," Statiscally this game was e~en to eight. . 
Drury said. _ as both teams managed nrne After a· scoreless first half, 
"We were in slow motion and shots on g<;>al for ~he contest. the Crimson scored the only goal 
we did not come oµt aggressive-. !he Crimson haq a ~li~h~ e1g~ , -·. 
ly," Dumphy addea. . . rn corner opportunmes, nrne ROAD WOES, page 26 _ 
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Sports 
UNH head coach Bill Bowes will be gunningJor his 100th 
career win this Saturday against a tough Lafayette team. Bowes 1 
has been coaching the Wildcats for 16 years. (Sports Info. photo) ... 
Wildcat secondary faces hardest test of semester 
By Rick Kampersal 
Who will be the stars this 
week? Chris Braune, Bobby Jean, 
Scott Curtis? M.aybe. The play-
ers whose shoulders the game 
this Satµrday between Lafayette 
and U~H lies ·on are named 
Jones, Byrne, Farrell, Jordan, 
~mith, and Joy. 
· No, that's not a law firm. 
Those are the players who 
comprise the Wildcats' defen-
sive secondary and who must 
stop dangerous quarterback 
Frank Baur from having another . 
of his patented big games. · 
"He may be the best throwing 
quarterback_ we come .across this 
year," said Wildcat head coach 
Bill Bowes. "He's a hig kid (6-
4, 217) and he reminds me a lot 
of Bobby Jean. He's a leader 
passing-wise." 
Baur, lis.ted as a sophomore, 
sat out last year but played the 
· last five games the year before. 
"So far, he's had an excellent 
season," said Lafayette coach 
Bill Russo. "He's passed for a 
little over 1200 yards and he's 
thrown 7 TD' s." · 
Baur, Bowes feels, will give 
the Wildcat secondary the test 
that they haven't taken yet: "I 
don't think we've been tested 
yet," said Bowes. "We've taken 
on some running teams like 
Northeastern and Delaware 
where we've concentrated main-
ly on the run. This will be our 
biggest challenge of the year." 
As for those all-important 
defensive backs, youth reigns. 
Jories and Joy are freshmen and 
Jones is coming off of a strong 
performance last week against 
Northeastern. Smith is a sopho-
more and Byrne ( three inter-
ceptions), Farrell, and Jordan 
are all juniors. 
The UNH coaching staff has • 
their fingers crossed concerning 
. Bobby Jean's shoulder injury. 
"He's been to the doctor a couple 
of times, but he hasn't practiced 
all week,» said an optimistic 
Bowes. "He's shown significant 
improvement, but we have to 
wait until Saturday morning to 
see if he can throw." 
"I didn't do a whole lot this 
week," said Jean. '.'J'm goingto 
try to throw tomorrow and I'lt 
be able to tell if I can play or 
not. It may • come down to 
Saturday morning, though.''. If 
Jean cannot go, freshr:nan Matt 
Griffin would. get the call from 
the bullpen. Mark Carr, the 
second-stringer, is injured. "If 
we had a healthy Mark Carr, I 
would think more seriously 
about giving Bobby a rest," said 
Bowes. 
. Jean didn't seem bothered by 
the possibility of a freshman 
starting against Lafayette. "I 
think that if they keep it simple, 
he'll do fine," said Jean. 
Lafayette, a member of the 
Colonial League, has a 4-2 record 
and is not a team to be taken 
lightly. "They're an-awfully good 
offensive football team," said · 
Bowes. "In my mind they' re 5-
1. They lost a game to Cornell 
( the other loss was to Holy 
Cross) that they totally dom-
inated for four quarters. They 
fumbled the ball late in the game 
and had a penalty. The coaching 
staff must have been scratching 
their heads when they left the 
field that day." · 
Lafayette also has a linebacker 
cut straight out of the Scott 
Curtis-Darrell Booker (Dela-
ware) mold. Horace Davis, a 6-
1, 220-lb. senior is one of those 
guys who seems to end up at the 
-bottom of every pile. "He's been 
playing exceptionally well this 
season," said Russo. "He's 
making big plays and intercept-
ing passes. Expect him to be all 
over the field." 
What worries Russo the most 
about this UNH team is their 
balance on offense. "Their . 
running and passing· games are 
equally dangerous," said the 
Leopard coach. "We're just 
hoping we can stop each fairly 
well." 
Lafayette's offensive line, by 
the looks of things, has been fed 
very well by their mothers. 
Their average weight is a robust 
266 pounds and the biggest men 
are the· tackles. Left tackle Fred 
· Brown, a junior, tips the scales 
at 6-4, 290, while the right 
tackle, Dave Williams, weighs 
in at 6:5, 285. · 
The leopards' secondary has 
experience going for it. Seniors 
Dave MacPhee and Mike Joseph 
are the two men who will be 
entrusted with guarding Chris 
Bra~ne and Curtis Olds. "Russo 
(in their press guide) said that 
the secondary he has now is the 
best since he wok the job," said 
Bowes. "Looking at them on 
f illll, I'd have to agree with_ 
him." 
Penalties have bee.n a thorn 
in UNH's side recently. Last 
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week's 12 penalty, 84 yard 
performance was excruciatingly 
painful for the coaching staff 
to stomach. "That will happen 
to aggressive teams," said Rus-
so, "and .the Wildcats are an 
aggressive team." ' 

















Steve Doig, a linebacker for the New England Patriots and a UNH 
alumnus, is this week's guest on the line. La~t week, in a bizarre 
twist, a news edit.or won the line as Bryan Alexander went 6-1. 
Steve Skobeleff, a managing editor fqins the line as well. The Old 
Grad's savings book is failing faster than the Stock M·arket. 
